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Abstract

With reliable models to forecast travel demand, traffic planners and decision-makers can be assisted
in choosing the best solutions to obtain traffic performance goals. Practitioners have traditionally been
relying on infrequent, costly and respondent pressurized travel surveys as their main source of input
for these models. The drawbacks of the data collection method highlight the need to search for
alternative sources of data used for the purpose. One such source is public transport “tap-in” data.

This thesis executed a case study with the target of improving the travel demand model of Norrköping
via public transport data. An algorithm that estimates the alighting station of travellers was applied to
a data set provided by the public transport operator of the city, Östgötatrafiken. By generating an OD-
matrix of the public transport travel pattern the analytical value of the public transport data was
enhanced to the level that it now could be used in modelling contexts.

By allocating the OD-demand from stations to the traffic analysis zones used in the model a
straightforward integration method using the tap-in estimate as a reference matrix could be used. The
target with the method was to redistribute the demand in such a way that the public transport demand
approached the tap-in estimate but that the total demand for all modes for the OD-pair remained
unchanged. The results gave some indication that the integration of tap-in data improved the model
performance from the perspective of public transports. In a regression analysis comparing the number
of entries per station the integration of tap-in data increased the correlation coefficient from 0,845 to
0,864. Further was the performance for other transport modes seemingly not worsened by the
integration of tap-in data.

Despite the promising results, there are drawbacks with both the allocation and integration method.
Finding an allocation procedure that was generic but still accurate proved complex. Further were
drawbacks with the integration procedure highlighted where the method executed affected the results
of the model, not its behaviour. The consequence of this is that, though the model might be an
accurate representation of the current state of traffic, it is difficult to execute the same procedure
when investigating future states. Still, the thesis stressed some of the potential for public transport
data in  modelling contexts,  where the role of  the data,  given  the procedure executed,  still  is of
complementary character to travel surveys.
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Sammanfattning

Med tillförlitliga modeller för att prognosticera trafikefterfrågan kan trafikplanerare och beslutsfattare
assisteras i att fatta de bästa besluten för att nå trafikmål. Utförare har traditionellt förlitat sig på
sporadiska, kostsamma och respondentbetungande resvaneundersökningar som huvudkälla för dessa
modeller. Nackdelarna med datainsamlingsmetodiken belyser behovet av att utnyttja alternativa
datakällor för syftet. En sådan alternativ källa är kollektivtrafikdata, refererad till som tap-in data.

Detta examensarbete genomförde en fallstudie med målet att förbättra trafikefterfrågemodellen i
Norrköping via kollektivtrafikdata. En algoritm för att estimera avstigningshållplatsen för
kollektivtrafikresenärer applicerades på ett dataset tillhandahållet från kollektivtrafikoperatören i
staden, Östgötatrafiken. Genom algoritmen kunde en OD-matris av kollektivtrafikresandet genereras
och därigenom ökade det analytiska värdet på datasetet till den grad att det nu kunde appliceras i en
modellkontext.

Genom att allokera OD-efterfrågan från stationer till de trafikanalyszoner som används i
trafikefterfrågemodellen kunde en mer rättfram integreringsmetod appliceras där tap-in estimeringen
utnyttjades som en referensmatris. Målet med metoden var att omfördela efterfrågan för samtliga
färdmedel så att kollektivtrafikdelen närmade sig tap-in estimeringen utan att den totala efterfrågan
för respektive OD-par förändrades. Resultaten indikerade att integreringen förbättrade modellen med
avseende på kollektivtrafik. I en regressionsanalys över antalet påstigande per hållplats ökade
korrelationskoefficienten från 0,845 till 0,864 som ett resultat av integreringen av tap-in data. Vidare
påverkades övriga transportmedel till synes inte negativt.

Trots de lovande resultaten kunde flera nackdelar med såväl allokeringsmetoden som
integreringsmetoden belysas. Att hitta en allokeringsmetod som var generisk men fortfarande
tillförlitligt visade sig svårt. Vidare kunde nackdelar med integreringsmetoden belysas då metoden
enbart påverkade modellens resultat, inte beteende. Konsekvensen av detta är att modellen må
återspegla det nuvarande tillståndet väl, men det kan bli svårt att tillämpa samma metod vid
utvärderingen av ett framtida trafikscenario. Genom examensarbetet har potentialen för
kollektivtrafikdata i en modellkontext betonats, där rollen, givet metoden som använts, är av
kompletterande karaktär till resvaneundersökningarna.
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1 Introduction

The demand for transports is in a steady state of growth. In their most recent forecast, the Swedish
Transport Administration estimates the amount of private car trips in Sweden to increase with 31% by
2040 (Trafikverket, 2016). With the increased demand is traffic related issues such as congestion,
environmental problems and accidents likely to remain in the future. Limitations in resources and
feasible investments motivates the need for efficient and sustainable transport planning, both in short
and long-term perspectives.

The general objective of transport planning is to satisfy transport goals from perspectives of
accessibility, safety, environmental quality and economic efficiency (Lundgren, 1989). In Sweden is the
overall transport political goal to obtain a socioeconomically efficient and sustainable transport supply
for citizens and businesses of the whole country (Hydén, 2008). With accurate models to forecast
future travel demand are traffic planners and decision-makers assisted in choosing the best solutions
to obtain these goals.

Authorities and traffic planners have traditionally been relying on household-based travel surveys as
main input for travel demand models. With travel surveys, individual travel information is retrieved to
understand how different attributes influence travel choices made. Although these surveys include a
lot of information, they possess several drawbacks. They are expensive to conduct, put a lot of pressure
on the respondent and are due to these facts infrequently updated. Furthermore, concerns have been
raised regarding the general quality of the responses, particularly when it comes to estimating travel
times and distances (Clark et al., 2017).

Due to these drawbacks there is a need to find and use alternative sources of data to improve the
performance of travel demand models. One such source is public transport data generated from
Automated Fare Collection (AFC) systems. These systems are primarily designed as a fast and efficient
method of  retrieving the accurate fare from the user.  The fare is charged from the user  when a
smartcard is tapped against a smartcard reader, hence the term “tap-in” data. However, the benefit
of the system expands far beyond this as it also produces, low cost, public transport data. This data
can be utilized for traffic analysis, planning and modeling purposes.

To lower the burden of travelers it is commonly only required to tap the card upon boarding a vehicle,
not while alighting. While this is sufficient to collect the fare from the user, this type of data has limited
analysis-possibilities in planning and modeling contexts. To enhance the value of this data numerous
studies have been successful in estimating the destination or alighting station of this type of “entry-
only” tap-in data.

Despite limitations on detailed individual passengers’ level, Riegel (2013) showed that public transport
tap-in data, as a complement to travel surveys could enhance the knowledge of the daily travel pattern.
Having reliable knowledge of the public transport demand as input to a travel model, by intuition,
enhances the quality of the travel model. Evaluating the potential of the usage of tap-in data in a
modelling context is the main target of this thesis.
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1.1 Norrköping case study

A traffic model needs to be tailored for the region where it is applied. It is therefore required that cities
and regions develop their own models with calibrated parameters to fit their unique transportation
systems. As many other Swedish cities, Norrköping has done this. The city’s model is based on the
traditional four-step model and has been implemented in the macroscopic traffic simulation software
VISUM. The model covers the municipality-region of Norrköping and has been calibrated using two
travel surveys conducted 2010 (by Trivector) and 2014 (by Östgötatrafiken/CMA Research) as input.

The authorities in the city are now interested in finding out how data sources different from these
travel surveys can be used to enhance the overall performance of the model. As described above is
one such alternative source public transport tap-in data. The local public transport agent
Östgötatrafiken uses an AFC-based system, thus enabling a deeper analysis of the public transport
travel  pattern in the city.  The system only requires travelers to register  their  card while boarding
vehicles. Hence there is a need to estimate the destination of these trips to enhance the analytical
value of the data.

1.2 Aim and purpose

The aim of the thesis is to evaluate the usage of tap-in data in a travel demand modelling context. This
is exemplified in a case study where the specific target  is to enhance the performance of the travel
demand model of Norrköping by integrating it with tap-in data. An algorithm is applied to estimate the
alighting  station  to  a  set  of  tap-in  data  given  by  the  public  transport  operator  of  the  city,
Östgötatrafiken. The thesis strives to answer the following research questions:

Ø How can the mode choice in the travel demand model of Norrköping be improved by using
public transport tap-in data?

Ø What are the effects in model quality from the perspective of all mode alternatives by using
tap-in data?

Ø What potential benefits exists from using tap-in data in a travel demand modeling context?

1.3 Delimitations of thesis

The public transport demand is estimated based on “entry-only” tap-in data from public transports.
There are alternative payment systems present for passengers travelling in Norrköping, a mobile
phone application, third party payment systems and fixed ticket machines amongst others. These are
not considered.
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Though there is a potential to use tap-in data for a longer period only one week of  data is used to
exemplify the potential benefit of the method. The data set studied represents travels for week four
in 2018.

In the model, Norrköping is divided into 168 traffic analysis zones (TAZ) as given in the national system
of area-division “Nyko-områden” (key-code area). Another 21 zones representing external trips to and
from Norrköping are also added. The travel demand model in Norrköping also includes trips made by
other public transport operators to some of these external zones (regional trains or buses). As these
trips are not  represented in the data set  from Östgötrafiken, the thesis is delimited to improve the
model from the perspective of internal trips, neglecting the trips to external zones.

The tap-in data is integrated in the mode choice split of the travel demand model, meaning that efforts
are not  taken to impact  other steps. However, the trip assignment  step is indirectly affected due to
the integration of the tap-in data in the mode choice.

1.4 Approach

The thesis follows the approach described below.

I. The initial task of the thesis is to estimate the alighting station of “entry-only” tap-in data received
from the public transport agency of Norrköping, Östgötatrafiken. With the estimate an origin-
destination demand matrix representing the public transport demand of the city is inferred.

II. The aim of  the second step is to integrate the results from the OD-estimation process into the
travel demand model of Norrköping. To execute this in a straightforward manner the tap-in OD-
demand is allocated from public transport stops to the traffic analysis zones used in the travel
demand model. The tap-in data on zone-level is later integrated in the mode choice step of the
model.

III. The final step concerns evaluating the model performance. The step strives to validate how the
model was affected by the integration of tap-in data from the perspective of all transport modes.

1.5 Outline

The thesis is outlined in nine chapters. The first chapter introduces the problem of relying on travel
surveys and highlights the motivation behind the usage of tap-in data. It also stresses the aim, research
questions and delimitations of the thesis. Chapter two contains the basic concepts behind travel
demand modeling, the four-step model and introduces the traffic simulation software VISUM. The
third chapter contains previous studies made for estimating destinations of entry-only tap-in data. The
fourth chapter involves the theories behind decision modeling such as discrete choice modeling, Logit
models and the estimation of Logit parameters.
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While chapter two to four is focused on general theories and algorithm descriptions is the fifth chapter
focused on the specific methods used in the context of this thesis.

Based on the methods in chapter five the sixth chapter describes the Norrköping case study. The public
transport system is described, initial data analysis is executed, and the results of the estimated
destinations for tap-in data is given. Furthermore, the travel demand model of Norrköping is described
along with the process of integrating tap-in data in the model.

The seventh chapter contains the results of the model performance after integrating the tap-in data.
The final two chapters discusses and conclude the methods, results and findings of the thesis.
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2 Traffic demand modeling

This first of three theoretical chapters introduces the, for the thesis fundamental, concept of traffic
demand modeling to the reader.

The first section begins by introducing traffic modeling in general (Chapter 2.1). Since the travel
demand model of Norrköping is based on the four-step model is this type of model further presented
(Chapter 2.2) with specific attention given to the third step; the transport mode choice (Chapter 2.2.4).
Lastly, Chapter 2.3 introduces the macroscopic traffic simulation software VISUM.

2.1 Traffic models

To be able to forecast future states of traffic is fundamental in both long- and short-time traffic
planning. This is done using travel demand models. With accurate models to forecast future travel
demand the effects of different alternative investments can be efficiently investigated (Hydén, 2008).
Understanding the travel demand effects of different alternative investments, such as constructing a
new road, assists decision makers into taking the most socio-economically sustainable decisions.

Traffic models are commonly categorized based on the level of detail and aggregation. A distinction is
usually made between microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic traffic models. Traffic models at
microscopic level concern single entities on a high level of detail using disaggregated (individual)
velocities, headways and actions (Barcelo, 2010). They are, for example, used to determine the safest
and most efficient setting in a traffic light crossing. A typical study area for a microscopic model is one
or possibly a couple of connected intersections. While it might sound attractive to model everything
to the highest level of detail, in many studies this is neither feasible nor relevant. While analyzing traffic
patterns in cities or regions the aggregated level of detail, the macroscopic, considering traffic
aggregated as flows better describes large-scale problems. Macroscopic models are constructed with
a lower level of detail using average speeds, demand and densities of vehicles. As the models do not
consider single entity vehicles are both outputs and inputs counted as average values. Mesoscopic
models are a combination of the two filling the gaps between microscopic and macroscopic models.

The most traditionally used macroscopic travel demand model is known as the four-step model. The
four-step travel demand model reached a well-established position as a tool for forecasting future
demand and performance through the work of Manheim (1979) and Florian et. al (1988). It is intended
to evaluate longer-term infrastructural investments rather than minor changes (McNally, 2007).
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2.2 The four-step model

The four steps in the model represent; trip generation (production and attraction), trip distribution,
mode choiceand trip assignment. These correlate with the following choices for the traveler; if to make
a trip, where to go, what transport mode to use and which route to take. The sequence of the four-
step model is illustrated in Figure 1 below. The outputs from the specific steps are displayed in the
white areas whereas the grey areas represent each step from the perspective of the choices of the
traveler.  The first  step generates trips from origin i  (頚沈 )  or  to destination j  (経珍 ).  The second step

connects the generated trips and distributes these from origins to destinations (劇沈珍). The third step

assigns these trips amongst the alternative transport modes (劇沈珍陳). Finally, the last step assigns trips

on certain routes resulting in flows for the different modes on route r (ℎ追岻	and	on	link	a	岫捲銚).

Figure 1 - The four steps of the four-step model

These four steps are either executed in sequence or with some steps executed simultaneously in what
is described as a network equilibrium model (Lundgren, 1989). Models that are more sequentially
structured typically requires an iterative process between different steps. However, to unambiguously
explain the four steps, these are explained step-by-step in 2.2.2-2.2.5.

To fully grasp the content of the model, a couple of common expressions can be useful to define. The
studied geographical area, which is typically a city or a region, is defined as an area within a cordon
line. This area is divided into Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZ). All travelers begin and end their trips at  a
point in one of these zones, this point is known as the centroid. These centroids are via connectors
attached to a network of links and nodes representing the transport system. Links and nodes are
assigned attributes with information such as speed limits, volume-delay functions or turn rules. Links
can represent roads or have a designated connection to public transport lines such as tram or train
tracks. Nodes represent intersections, link attribute changes or end-points. An origin is defined as the
starting point of a trip with the destination as the corresponding end.

A trip considers a movement of one person, depending on the level of detail could more aggregated
levels be used, from origin to destination with the purpose of conducting an errand. Such a trip could
include transfers between different public transport lines or even between transport modes.
Sometimes are these multi-leg or multimodal trips referred to as trip-chains, other times just as trips
consisting of several journeys. (Ortuzar & Willumsen, 2011)

• Choice to travel
or not to travel

Trip generation
(Oi, Dj)

• Choice of
destination

Trip distribution
(Tij) • Choice of

transport mode
for each OD-pair

Mode choice
(Tij

m)

• Choice of route
for each mode

Trip assignment
(hr) & (xa)
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2.2.1 Traditional input data to the four-step model

As illustrated in Figure 1, the demand generated by the four-step model is a result of choices made by
individuals. These individuals are expected to make these choices based on factors related to the trip,
the attributes of the individual. To attain the connection between these factors or attributes and travel
choices made have travel demand models such as the four-step model traditionally been relying on
travel surveys as input data. Travel surveys, which could be both manual surveys sent by mail, phone-
interviews or digital surveys, are sent to a representative sample of the population. The respondent
answer questions related to their travel behavior for a specific period, and ideally this generates an
accurate representation of the travel pattern of the studied region. But, more importantly, the surveys
generate a connection between individual attributes and travel choices made by these individuals.
Preferably the model re-generates the travel behavior observed from the surveys. Although these
surveys include a lot of information on individual level, they possess several drawbacks in the way that
they are collected. First, the data collection method is expensive to execute as the cost is high both to
construct the well thought through questions, to send the surveys to the respondents and to collect
and interpret the answers. Further, the travel surveys put a lot of pressure on the respondent who
might answer with doubtful quality, especially when it comes to estimating travel times and distances.
Last of all has the problem of getting responses from a representative sample of the population been
highlighted (Clark et al., 2017). Due to these reasons are the travel surveys rather infrequently updated
which has the consequence that the travel behavior observed via travel surveys for a model might not
be an accurate representation of the travel behavior today.

2.2.2 Trip generation

The initial step of the model, generating trips, contains two sub-models; the production of trips in
origins (Oi) and the attraction of trips at destinations (Di). These sub-models are calculated separately.
The objective of the trip generating step is to quantify the total amount of trips in the studied system,
possibly split for different trip purposes. The sub-models are based on socio-economical,
demographical and potentially land-usage attributes of the studied zones. Attributes such as
household size, level of income and car ownership correlate to the production while attributes such as
the number of employees correlate to the attractiveness of a zone. The land usage, representing the
character of the zone influence both sub-models. While a residentially dense area produces more trips,
an area with workplaces and shops attracts more. Lastly, as highlighted by authors such as Immers &
Stada (1998) and Ortuzar & Willumsen (2011) has the factor of accessibility to different transport
alternatives an influence in both sub-models. However, partly due to difficulties in quantifying the
concept, is the factor still omitted in most models used in practice.

Since the two sub-models are calculated in isolation is one of the sub-models scaled to the other,
making them quantitatively equivalent. As travel surveys are home-based and the explanatory
variables  for  trip  attractions  are  considered  weaker,  more  reliability  is  given  to  the  production
estimation (McNally,  2007).  Consequently,  the number  of  attracted trips is commonly scaled so it
equals the number of produced trips.
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2.2.3 Trip distribution

The objective of trip distribution is to combine the produced and attracted trips obtaining an origin-
destination matrix representing the number of trips from each origin to each destination. This could
be achieved through the assistance of costly real-life traffic counts or travel surveys. A more cost-
efficient alternative is found through mathematical optimization models. The most commonly used of
these are gravity models. The purpose behind the model is to find a trade-off between maximizing
dispersion and minimizing the generalized cost of traveling (Lundgren, 1989).

The maximal dispersion, also known as the maximal entropy, of trips considers which macrostate
(travelers on each OD-relation) that correspond to most microstates (the OD-choice of each traveler),
meaning which matrix that is most probable. It is added to avoid the extreme matrices that a strictly
cost-minimizing matrix would correspond to. The generalized cost of traveling is represented by
different time or monetary-based elements which are given different weights. These elements can be
exemplified as; in-vehicle travel time, walking time to and from stops, waiting time at stations, transfer
time, ticket fare, parking costs and fuel costs. Additionally, can a mode-specific perceived discomfort
“cost” be assigned to each mode (Ortuzar & Willumsen, 2011).

As mentioned, the gravity model is a trade-off between minimizing the travel cost and maximizing the
dispersion of trips. Depending on which model that is used one of these is acting as a restricting
constraint and the other is featured in the objective function. Not all models feature quantities for
both trip production and attraction as input to the trip distribution. However, the ones that do, need
to provide a feasible trip solution satisfying both constraints.

2.2.4 Mode choice

The target with the mode choice step (also referred to as the modal split) is to distribute the trips from
the previous step amongst alternative transport modes (Lundgren, 1989). If travelers behaved 100%
rational and always chose the alternative connected with the lowest cost, the complexity of this step
would be substantially lowered. However, individuals behave in patterns more complex and irregular
than this. Two persons faced with the same alternative might value the alternatives differently based
on their individual preferences. Even the same person might take different decisions depending on
external factors such as weather or randomness. These types of qualitative choices are modeled
through the concept known as discrete choice modeling. The theories behind these models are
highlighted in Chapter 4. For a deeper insight to the concept behind discrete choice theory, see Ben-
Akiva & Lerman (1985) and Koppelman & Bhat (2006).

Rather than cost minimizing the individual is assumed to choose the mode that maximizes that
individuals’ utility. The utility is expressed as a function of the attributes connected to each alternative
and the individual attributes of the trip maker. The attributes in the utility function can be categorized
into the groups; trip maker, transport mode and trip attributes (Immers & Stada, 1998). Which
attributes to include in the model relates to what parameters that have a statistical significant impact
on the mode choice. Examples of attributes that could be included in the utility function of different
transport modes are seen in table 1.
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Table 1 - Examples of attributes included in the utility function of the mode choice step

TYPE EXAMPLES OF ATTRIBUTES

TRIP MAKER Possession of driving license, possession of car, income-level, age, sex,
household structure and employment.

TRANSPORT MODE Both quantitative and qualitative attributes. Examples of quantitative
attributes are different types of travel time (in-vehicle, waiting,
transferring), monetary costs, travelled distance and parking costs.
Qualitative attributes are amongst others; comfort, reliability and safety.

TRIP Time of trip relating do the accessibility of different transport modes

The value of the utility function for each mode for each OD-pair corresponds to the distribution of
demand amongst these modes. The above described attributes are weighted with different parameter
values in the utility function. These parameters are estimated via the help of travel surveys and
statistical analysis (see Chapter 4.4).

2.2.5 Trip assignment

The final step assigns the mode-specified trips on different routes in the network. The trip assignment
step is executed differently for different transport modes.

As mentioned, is the transport system represented by a network of nodes and links. Each link has
attributes connected with it, the most important of these involve the volume-delay function. The
function concerns how the travel time on the link is affected by the flow and is fundamental for the
assignment of car trips. There are multiple alternative volume-delay functions, an example of one is
seen in 1 (Sheffi, 1985). The travel time t on link α is a function of the flow V on this link. The function
is the travel time in a free flow state t0, meaning no other traffic on the link, plus a factor of the flow
on the link in relation to the capacity C. The parameter β represents the slope of  the volume-delay
function while γ represents the sensitivity to states of congestion.

建底(撃底) = 建待 + 	紅 磐撃底系 卑廷 	 (1)

The aim of the final step is to assign the trips on the routes in the network using some type of cost
optimizing assignment model. These can be categorized into all-or-nothing, stochastic, equilibrium and
stochastic equilibrium assignment models (Immers & Stada, 1998). A common alternative, known as
the Wardrop user-equilibrium, assumes a scenario where users always choose the route connected
with lowest cost for that individual. In this context is costs including both factors such as travel time
and monetary costs.  The user  chooses the route with  the lowest  travel  cost  going from origin  to
destination. However, as the travel time of a link to a large degree is depending on the flow, the travel
times will change as the network is loaded with trips. In the Wardrop user-equilibrium it is assumed
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that all travelers have perfect information about the different alternative route costs. The user-
equilibrium is reached when all route travel times on all used routes going from origin i to destination
j are equal and that no unused route is faster than the ones used (Sheffi, 1985).

The assignment of trips for public transports is very different from the assignment of car trips. The
major difference is the assignment is based on lines travelling on designated routes. Lines that have a
capacity depending on the vehicle capacity and the frequency of vehicles for the line (Immers & Stada,
1998). A complete trip from origin to destination using public transports can consist of several costs
other than just pure travel time or the cost of purchasing a ticket. Costs such as walking time to the
bus stop, waiting time at the bus stop, waiting time at a transit stop or walking time to the destination
are all costs perceived differently which complicates the procedure of calculating the complete cost of
different route alternatives. Having identified the cost of each alternative route can similar cost-
optimizing assignment models as applied for car trips be executed.

2.3 VISUM

PTV VISUM is a traffic simulation software developed by the German company PTV AG. It is used on a
macro level  on small  and medium-sized cities all  over  the world. The software enables multimodal
static demand travel modeling, meaning that it includes both public transports and private vehicles,
even though the method and the requirements for modeling of these differ. The modeling of public
transports usually requires timetables including information on stops and transfers while the modeling
of private vehicles requires volume-delay functions, capacities and speeds on the links used by the trip
makers. That the software is static means that it is not showing dynamic flows dependent on time but
static average flows for the considered moment in time (PTV AG, 2013).

The main contribution with VISUM is through the last and rather complex step of the four-step model,
the trip assignment. As described is the trip assignment based on a variation of optimization
procedures for the alternative transport modes. As input to this step demand-matrices for the different
mode-choices are required. These matrices can either be obtained using external sources of
information or integrated in VISUM via Python-scripts. As models varies there is no general description
for how the four-step model is implemented in VISUM. The software could enable both the sequential
structure as described in Chapter 2.2 or a more iteratively run procedure. The results from VISUM can
besides common statistical interpretations such as tables and graphs also be illustrated as screenshot
of GIS-features representing outputs such as volumes, volume/capacity ratios or delays.
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3 OD-estimation using tap-in data

This chapter describes previous methods and studies for estimating the destination of “entry-only”
public transport data. A procedure that is central in the scope of the thesis.

3.1  Automated Fare Collection

Automated Fare Collection (AFC) systems is widely used by public transport agencies all around the
world. The primal target with using these is to automatically collect the accurate fare when travelers
registers their card in a smartcard reader. The action of registering the card can also be referred to as
“tapping”, hence the term “tap-in” data. However, the system possesses potential benefits expanding
far beyond a user-friendly, efficient and accurate fare collection system. With systematic, automatic
and continuous registration of trips, operators and other stakeholders can retrieve detailed and very
quantitative travel data to a very low cost. Pelletier et al. (2011) highlighted how this type of data could
be used for planning purposes on operational, tactical and strategic levels. With AFC-systems, a
potential has been given to provide traffic planners and decision makers with continuous, cheap and
accurate data for a very large portion of public transport users (Zhao, 2007).

AFC systems differ depending on whether the system is constructed in a way that demand or
encourage passengers to tap their card at the point of alighting or not. Some systems are constructed
with a flat fixed rate of travelling not considering distance. To lower the burden of travelers, these flat
rate systems commonly only requires passengers to tap their card when entering the vehicle, not while
alighting. The digital footprint left by passenger results in data, though high in number and dense in
detail, lacking the connection between boarding and alighting station. Due to the large potential of
this low-cost data has numerous research been done to increase the value of tap-in data by trying to
estimate the alighting station or destination of these trips.

The digital footprint left by tap-in data varies in different systems. Obviously will different footprints
lead to different procedures when estimating the alighting station. The most important trace of
information left includes the id of the card and the time and place of the tap-in. By also knowing the
public transport line and the direction of the trip can the stations not yet visited by the vehicle on the
route easily be interfered. Other information commonly left  relates to the specific tour of each line
during a day and the sequence number of the specific station in this route. With such information is
the procedure of estimating the alighting station more straightforward as these tour numbers are
unique for each line during each day, which makes the matching of tap-in data and timetables more
evident. If such information is not left can this tour-number be estimated by comparing the tap-in time
with potential departures from that station on that line in a time table.
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3.2 Destination estimation algorithms

There have been numerous implementations and studies of the concept of estimating destinations
based on “entry only” tap-in data. To make these estimates requires assumptions on travel behavior.
The different studies have in general made rather similar assumptions, with some adaptive procedures
of the algorithm to different contexts. An early study that established the fundamental assumptions
for future work was presented by Barry et al. (2002) which applied the method in the subway system
of New York for the users of the “MetroCard”. The study established the following two assumptions:

I. Most travelers return to the destination of the previous trip.
II. Most travelers return to their boarding station of their first trip in the end of the day.

 In a later study made by Barry (2008) was the assumptions made six years earlier somewhat altered.
The authors’ new assumption claimed that users would return to these stationsor stations near these,
therefore minimizing their walking distance in-between stations rather than returning to the exact
same station. A travel survey in New York validated that the two assumptions hold for 90% of subway
rides (Barry et al., 2008).

Zhao (2007) used these assumptions but integrated the AFC with automatic vehicle location (AVL) to
be able to estimate the destination of transit users in Chicago, including both rail-to-rail and rail-to-
bus trips. Zhao stressed that the assumptions made by Barry only holds if passengers do not use any
private transportation alternative between public transport journeys. Furthermore, Zhao assumed the
accepted distance a user would walk in-between stations to be 1320 feet or 400 meters (equivalent to
5 minutes of walking). Chapleau & Trepanier (2007) enabled analysis to be made for several days
expanding the earlier assumption to assume the destination of the last trip of the previous day as the
origin of the next day. The study tolerated a longer distance threshold in-between stations (2 km) and
estimated the alighting station of the set of stations not yet visited by the vehicle on the route in their
study conducted in Gatineau, Canada.

Similar to the study by Zhao did Wang (2011) establish an application of the method using AFC-data
from “Oyster card”-users and AVL in London. To evaluate the algorithm the results were compared
with travel survey data collected on certain bus lines. It was concluded that the method was efficient
in capturing fluctuations in travel demand, such as weekend/weekday differences, which are very
challenging to capture in the infrequently updated manually collected travel surveys. The study used
the same threshold distance as Zhao, 400 meters. Munizaga & Palma (2012) used the method having
similar assumptions but integrated it with GPS-data in a study for multimodal public transports in
Santiago, Chile. The study used a distance threshold of 1 km but also highlighted that this distance
would change depending on factors such as individual preferences, weather and city.

Table 2 summarizes the main contribution behind some of the studies mentioned above, α denotes
the walking distance threshold.

Table 2 – General summary of previous studies estimating the destination of entry-only tap-in data

Author Place of study Contribution α (km)

Barry et al., 2002 New York, USA Established two fundamental assumptions: -
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I. Users  mostly  begin  next  trip  at
destination of previous

II. Users mostly return to first origin by the
end of the day

Zhao, 2007 Chicago, USA Included intermodal analysis; bus-rail and rail-bus. 0.4

Chapleau &
Trepanier, 2007

Gatineau,
Canada

Multi-day analysis.

I. Users want to minimize their walking
distance

II. Users end their day at the origin of the
next day

2

Wang, 2011 London, UK Validated the results with manually collected on-
board travel surveys and investigated the inferred
variations of travel patterns for planning purposes.

0.4

Munizaga &
Palma, 2012

Santiago, Chile Validating with an OD-survey and a sample of
volunteers.

1

There are different reasons for when a general destination estimation method discards an estimate.
These reasons are according to Chapleau & Trepanier (2007) separated into: distance in-between
stations being too long, no other trip by the user and unmanageable systematic errors in data. As the
method described requires multiple tap-ins is a relatively large proportion of data discarded as “single
tap-ins”. Though most previous studies discarded this data has different kind of methods been
presented to estimate the destination for the trips in this single tap-in data set. Even though these
estimates are considered weaker than previous estimates it can at least give a hint of where these
travelers have alighted. This problem has been treated somewhat differently throughout studies.
Chapleau & Trepanier (2007) used a data set of one month of travelling and examined the entire period
to see if the user did a similar trip (from the same station on the same line) on another day with the
destination successfully estimated. Munizaga & Palma (2012) did not consider who travelled but only
from where and when while handling “single tap-in” data. Having a probability distribution of potential
alighting stations given the boarding station they were able to also estimate these trips.

The data set given by smart card data shows a large sample of the population of public transport users.
However, there are also normally alternative payment methods, such as cash, credit card or mobile
phone payments, not registered in the tap-in data set. An initial question raised is therefore regarding
how large proportion of public transport users that are captured by the AFC-system. This value,
sometime referred to as the penetration rate, varies in different environments and contexts. The study
made by Chapleau & Trepanier (2007) claims the penetration rate to be 80% in Gatineau, Zhao (2007)
claims near 90% in Chicago and Munizaga & Palma (2012) as high as 97% for the study in Santiago.
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3.2.1 Behavioral assumptions

Based on the studies described above, the destination estimation procedure makes the following
assumptions regarding the behavior of passengers to infer the alighting station.

· Passengers strive to minimize their walking distance
o No private transportation is used in a trip segment between public transport trips (Barry

et al., 2008; Zhao, 2007; Wang, 2011).
o Users alight their previous trip segment at the nearest station to the next registered

boarding station
o A maximum walking distance limit is considered

· Passengers return home by the end of each day, meaning that the last trip of the first day have an
alighting station close to the first boarding of the next day

· A time limit defines if the trip was a transfer or a full trip

Figure 2 shows a descriptive illustration of the method where a traveler makes three tap-ins during a
day.

Figure 2 - Descriptive illustration of the algorithm (Chapleau & Trepanier, 2007).

The first tap-in is registered in the first vehicle on route one travelling north. Having the knowledge on
what route that the vehicle is going on and in what direction, the stations that are possible alighting
stations for the first part of the trip is foreseen. According to Chapleau & Trepanier (2007), are these
stations denoted as the vanishing route. By assuming that travelers want to minimize the distance
between stations, the estimated alighting station is the station of the stations in the vanishing route
closest in distance to the next tap-in. If this distance is more than the allowed maximum distance
threshold the estimate is discarded.
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A key feature of  the algorithm is to match the tap-ins made by different  users with a system that
locates the position of vehicles. A possible method for this is to use AVL such as GPS-data, another is
to integrate boarding and service operation information by matching tap-ins with public transport time
tables.

Apart  from retrieving the distance in between station the time table is used to calculate the time
difference between the arrival at the alighting station and the next tap-in. If this time is less than the
pre-defined threshold value of a transfer this first estimate is not estimated as a destination, but as a
transfer. In this case the origin is stored, and the destination estimate assigned to destination of the
next tap-in that is not a transfer. For estimates of these threshold-values (transfer time and walking
distance), see 3.2.3.

If the time in between the first alighting station and the next tap-in above was longer than the
threshold value, the alighting station is inferred as the destination. In the same manner the second trip
is examined to estimate where the passenger alighted based on the third tap-in. After the final tap-in
of the day it is assumed that the passenger returns to the stop closest to “home”, equivalent with the
first boarding station. Once again, the vanishing route is inferred, and the alighting station estimated.
Since the possibility of a transfer is not present in this final trip the destination is inferred without
transfers in consideration.

3.2.2 Description of algorithm by Chapleau & Trepanier (2007)

Let assume a user i (i ∈ 荊) doing a total of K public transport trips during one day on a public transport
network N during weekday w (拳 ∈	W), neglecting the concept of transfers. Each trip is denoted as k (k∈ 計). The network contains of a set  of stops S served by public transport  vehicles on routes R. Each
stop has a latitude/ longitude coordinate (x,y) and a sequence number j (j ∈ 蛍) on each route. The
estimated alighting station is denoted as z.

With figure 2 as a reference, a passenger is boarding route r (r ∈ R) at station s (嫌 ∈ S). The station s
has sequence number B. Possible alighting stations, described as “Vanishing route” V by Chapleau &
Trepanier (2007) are defined as the stations on the route with a higher sequence number than the
boarding station: 撃賃沈栂 = 鯨賃沈栂珍 ,∀倹 > 稽 (2)

Next step is to compare the distance d between these stations and the next station where a tap-in was

made (鯨(賃袋怠)沈栂喋 ). Since the coordinate of each station in the network is known can the Euclidean

distance be used to compare the distance from the station on the vanishing route to the next tap-in.
Having the first assumption of passengers wanting to minimize the distance between stations as a
reference, the alighting station is estimated as the nearest station. This station is denoted as z. By
comparing the distance d between station z and Sk+1 with the defined threshold value parameter 糠,
conclusions can be made if the estimate should be discarded or not.穴盤鯨(賃袋怠)沈栂喋 ,権匪 < 糠 (3)
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If the trip made is the last  of the day, there are two other alternatives, either the trip is on a route
connected to the first origin that day, in that case the estimate is compared to this first origin. If that
is not the case the estimate is compared to the first origin of the next day.穴盤鯨怠沈栂)

喋 ,権匪 < 糠 (4)穴盤鯨怠沈(栂袋怠)
喋 ,権匪 < 糠 (5)

3.2.3 Parameter values

By integrating the tap-ins with service operator information such as time tables, the algorithm can
estimate not only where the traveler alighted the vehicle but also when. Knowing when the first
alighting happened and when the next tap-in was done assumptions can be made to model if the
traveler made a transfer or had an errand at the point of alighting. To know if a transfer was made or
not a definition of this concept is required. Munizaga & Palma (2012) argued a rather arbitrary
definition of a transfer as a stop where the user stayed for less than 30 minutes. The authors
highlighted the risk of this broad and general definition as it would fail to catch short errands or longer
waiting times.

Another parameter definition that needs to be made regards the allowed threshold distance in-
between the estimated alighting station and next tap-in. As highlighted in Chapter 3.2 have a variety
of values been used for the purpose in different studies.

Although a travel survey validated that the assumptions first established by Barry (2002) were
reasonable, there has been a need to both study these threshold values (transfer time and walking
distance) and to examine in a quantitative manner if the assumption of passengers going to the first
station of origin by the end of the day is accurate or not. To be able to answer these questions requires
an AFC system in which travelers also tap their card upon alighting the vehicle. Such a system exists in
Brisbane, Australia where Alsger et  al. (2014) conducted a study to answer these questions. It  was
concluded that the last destination was equal to the first origin for 82% of trips. If the concept of
“home” was expanded to an area of 800 meters walking distance from the first origin was the number
increased to 95%. It was also denoted that the first destination often was the same as the last origin,
highlighting the symmetry in work-based commuting patterns. Furthermore, the transfer-time (15min
to 90min with 15 min interval) and walking distance threshold values (400, 800, 1000 and 1100 meters)
were examined. It was concluded that a distance threshold beyond 800 meters does not generate a
statistical significant difference in the result. Given a longer allowed transfer-time obviously increased
the estimated number of transfers, but it was concluded that there was no significant difference in the
estimated OD-matrices as the threshold value grew from 15 to 90 min (Alsger et al, 2014).
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3.3 Method performance

Munizaga & Palma (2012) was able to estimate the destination for 80% of the tap-in data, Chapleau &
Trepanier (2007) estimated 66% and Zhao (2007) estimated 71%. Although the method should strive
for a high estimate ratio, this does not tell anything about the performance accuracy of the method.
To be able to detect the accuracy of the method requires passengers to tap their cards also at alighting
stations (entry-exit tap in).  A study conducted by Li et al. (2011) validated the method using this type
of procedure and concluded that the method was able to estimate the correct destinations with 75%
accuracy, a number that increased to 85% for peak hour traffic levels. The performance was even
better in a study that correlated to the work earlier presented by Munizaga & Palma which validated
more than 90% of the estimates to be accurate (Munizaga et al., 2014).

A drawback with the usage of smart card-data was highlighted in the work presented by Bagchi &
White, (2005). Smart card data only captures the public transport part of a trip meaning that the “true”
or ultimate origin and destination of the trip is still unknown and needs to be estimated.
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4 Decision modeling

Trips are the result of a person making a choice. A choice to go to a certain destination with a certain
transport mode at a specific moment in time taking a certain route. To be able to forecast future travel
demand it is therefore required to be able to quantify these choices. This concept, known as decision
modeling is essential in travel demand modeling and described in this conclusive theoretical chapter.

4.1 Discrete choice modeling

Modeling individual choices is done through the concept of discrete choice modeling. Two main
approaches are highlighted in discrete choice theory, the aggregated and the disaggregated approach.
The aggregated approach models each choice as a function of the attributes for a group of individuals,
typically the ones living in the same area. The disaggregated model approach models the choices based
on the characteristics of the individuals within this group and is concluded to have several advantages
over the aggregated approach. Such advantages include sensitivity to changes, transferability in space
and time, better parameter estimates and suitability for proactive analysis (Ortuzar & Willumsen,
2011).

The general procedure in decision-making is the following (Ben-Akiva & Lerman, 1985):

· Definition of the choice needed to be made
· Generating available alternatives

· Considering the attributes of these alternatives

· Making a choice through the decision rule
· Implementation of choice

The decision rule is an important factor that can be based on several different rules. These rules include
dominance, meaning that one alternative is best in at least one way and never worse than other in any
other way, satisfaction, a satisfactory threshold level reached for all factors in alternative, lexicographic
rules, a certain order of importance for the attributes or utility-maximization. The complete dominance
of one alternative is rare in transport systems, a mode is commonly not both cheaper, faster and more
comfortable than all other alternatives for all users. Therefore, utility-maximization is the decision rule
frequently used in the mode choice step in a four-step travel demand model (Ben-Akiva & Lerman,
1985).

The utility 戟賃 of an alternative k consists of two parts; the measured attractiveness and an error term
as seen in equation (6) (Koppelman & Bhat, 2006). The error-term 岫∈賃)  represents unmeasurable
characteristics, errors in measurements and variations in preferences of the individuals.戟賃 = 撃賃 + 	∈賃 (6)

The error term is random and distributed using a certain probability distribution. To mathematically
simplify calculations, and interpret the results is the term commonly Gumbel distributed. The Gumbel,
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or extreme-value distribution introduces a certain type of discrete choice models known as Logit
models. If the error term has a multivariate normal distribution is the model known as a Probit model.
While being the most general, Probit models can only generate approximate choice probabilities
(Lundgren, 1989) and are therefore not further considered. Two structures of Logit models are further
described in Chapter 4.2 and 4.3.

The other  term of  the utility function,  the measured attractiveness is the measured value of  the
attributes connected with the alternative multiplied by a weighting vector β having a different value
for each attribute. By weighing the different attributes with these parameters can the model re-
generate the observed reality, which traditionally is travel surveys, as accurate as possible. In a Logit-
model are these parameters known as Logit parameters. A potential mode-specific vector α is also
included to distinguish the choice made if all other attributes or costs are equal. This parameter is
commonly set to zero for one of the alternatives. An example of the measured attractiveness for two
alternative transport modes; car and bus, is shown in (7) and (8). In this example is the perceived travel
time and cost equally weighted with the same parameters for both modes. This would mean that in a
scenario where the travel time and cost is the same for the two modes would the choice probability
ratio between the two be equally distributed. However, with the mode specific parameter, other
unobserved factors can be taken into consideration. For instance, having a positive α parameter for
car-trips increases the utility and the choice probability of these.撃頂銚追 = 	∝頂銚追+ 紅痛沈陳勅 ∗ 隙痛沈陳勅,			頂銚追 + 	 紅頂墜鎚痛 ∗ 隙頂墜鎚痛,			頂銚追 (7)撃長通鎚 = 	 紅痛沈陳勅 ∗ 隙痛沈陳勅,			長通鎚 + 	紅頂墜鎚痛 ∗ 隙頂墜鎚痛,			長通鎚 (8)

Estimating the Logit  parameters α and β is a very important  task in discrete choice modeling. This
procedure is further described in Chapter 4.4.

4.2 Multinomial Logit models

The Logit model contains two parts; the specification of the model and estimation of its parameter
values. This sub-chapter concerns the specification part. For the estimation of parameter values, see
Chapter 4.4.

The traditional structure of the multinomial Logit model can be described as a “n-way type”, meaning
that all alternatives are assumed to have equal weight, with error terms independent of each other
and that all alternatives are considered simultaneously (Ortuzar & Willumsen, 2011). An example of
the multinomial n-way Logit structure can be seen in Figure 3. The figure represents the demand T
from origin i to destination j for the transport mode m. The lowercase n represents the structure
behind the model hierarchy in how choices are made. Although in this specific example, using three
alternatives, would the lowercase m be a better graphical illustrative description of the structure than
the n.
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Figure 3 - N-way structured multimodal Logit model of the mode choice in a travel demand model

Apart from the Gumbel-distribution of the error term are the following assumptions required for a
Logit model to be referred to as a multinomial Logit model; the error terms should be independent
and identically distributed amongst both alternatives and observations (Koppelman & Bhat, 2006).

With the utility-functions in (7) and (8) as a reference, (9) and  (10)  highlight  the  next  step  of  a
multinomial Logit model, transforming the utility values to choice probabilities of using each transport
mode. The probability of using the car (Pcar) is exemplified below.

鶏頂銚追 = 	 結盤∝迩尼認袋庭禰日尿賑∗諜禰日尿賑,			迩尼認袋	庭迩任濡禰∗諜迩任濡禰,			迩尼認匪結∝迩尼認袋庭禰日尿賑∗諜禰日尿賑,			迩尼認袋	庭迩任濡禰∗諜迩任濡禰,			迩尼認 + 結庭禰日尿賑∗諜禰日尿賑,			弐祢濡袋	庭迩任濡禰∗諜迩任濡禰,			弐祢濡 (9)

鶏頂銚追 =
結撃潔欠堅結撃潔欠堅 + 結撃決憲嫌 (10)

Since it is a fact that the traveler makes a trip, the choice probability Pcar + Pbus = 1. If the utility for the
car alternative increases will the choice probability for this alternative increase. Using the same
reasoning will  the probability  for  the car  alternative increase if  the utility  for  the bus is lowered
(Koppelman & Bhat, 2006).

The Logit models’ sensitivity to changes between two alternatives is different depending on the
probability. The derivate of the choice probability has its larges value at a probability close to 0.5. This
means that the sensitivity to changes is larger at an even choice probability level and that this
sensitivity is decreased as the probability for one alternative approaches zero or one. This fact needs
to be taken into careful consideration while stakeholders are trying to achieve transition effects
moving travelers from one transport mode to another. Deterring travelers from using private vehicles
and instead going by bus is an easier task if the choice probability of these two alternatives is close to
0.5. In such a case could even small changes be efficient. But if one of the alternatives is truly dominant
these smaller changes have a smaller impact on the choice probability (Koppelman & Bhat, 2006).

The fact that the error term in the Logit model is independent and identically distributed characterizes
a drawback for multinomial Logit models. This frequently stressed issue regards the property of
Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives (IIA). As formulated above is the ratio between any two
alternatives not influenced by any other alternative. The following expression compares the ratio
between car and bus, which is unaffected by a possible introduction of third alternative (e.g. tram)
since the error terms are independent (Ben-Akiva & Lerman, 1985).

牒迩尼認牒弐祢濡 =

賑楠迩尼認∑ 賑楠乳乍乳転迭賑楠弐祢濡∑ 賑楠乳乍乳転迭
(11)

Tij
m

Tij
Mode
choice

Car Blue bus Red bus
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= 結蝶迩尼認貸	蝶弐祢濡
The problem with the IIA-property can be further exemplified in the frequently featured traffic axiom
of the red/blue bus paradox. The example features travelers with two transport mode alternatives;
going by car and going by bus. The bus happens to be painted red. Assume that travelers are distributed
evenly between the two alternatives, meaning that the probability of choosing any of these is 50%.
The ratio between the two is thus 1:1. One day the bus company introduces a new bus, this time
painted blue. The blue bus has the same attributes as the red bus, the only difference being the color.
A realistic assumption would be that this would not attract any of the car-travelers, but only travelers
going with the other bus. However, due to the above mentioned IIA-property the ratio between the
red bus travelers and the car travelers remains the same, 1:1. As the attributes are the same for the
two buses the ratio between these two are also 1:1. Hence all alternatives are assigned one third of
the travelers. This means that the introduction of the blue bus reduces the share of car travelers from
1/2 to 1/3. The reason behind this property lies in the definition of the multimodal Logit model, that
the alternatives (their error terms) are assumed to be independent of each other. A fair and realistic
assumption would be that there in fact is a dependency between similar alternatives. In the above
case, it seems more reasonable that the two buses compete over the same type of traveler, resulting
in the following approximate distribution: car -  ½, red bus - ¼ and blue bus - ¼. A procedure to
overcome the IIA-property is to construct a nested Logit model, further explained in the following
subchapter.

4.3 The nested Logit model

The multinomial Logit structure has some drawbacks highlighted in Chapter 4.2 caused by the error
terms of the utility functions assumed to be independently distributed amongst alternatives. By
assuming that  there is in fact  a dependence in the error  terms of  similar  alternatives leads to an
alternative structure of the Logit model. The structure is known as the nested Logit model. Here modes
are structured in sequence with different hierarchical levels where similar alternatives are nested
together as a set. Within these nests is the IIA-properties kept, and the whole problem is relaxed to
independence of irrelevant nests (IIN) (Mohammadian et al., 2015).

Though the structure may appear to show sequential choices, it is more a matter of a way of structuring
the model, than expressing how travelers make choices (Lundgren, 1989). An outline of the nested
structure is seen in figure 4. The first choice, on the highest hierarchy, could feature something like
choosing between public transports and private vehicles. If the traveler chooses public transports in
the first level, the second level features the set of public transport alternatives such as bus, tram or
train. Potentially could more than two levels be used. Public transports are commonly clustered
together as these alternatives are assumed to have similarities in their attributes and error term
distributions.
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Figure 4 - Nested Logit model of the mode choice, overcoming the red bus/blue bus paradox.

By intuition it can be concluded that it seems reasonable that the blue and red bus should be modelled
as a nested model to avoid the IIA-properties of the multinomial version. However, the paradox is an
extreme example illustrating the motivation behind nested models, but you are not very likely to find
such a crystal-clear case in real life.

4.4 Estimating Logit parameters

Developing a Logit model contains two main steps; specifying the model and estimating the parameter
values. While the specification involves information about what attributes to include in the utility
function, the estimation regards how these should be valued. Put in a traffic context, how should
different attributes such as travel time, monetary cost and comfort be valued against one another in
the utility function? Different statistical procedures and tools is commonly used to estimate the values
of these parameters.

The estimation of Logit parameters is made with the help of large-scale travel surveys and statistical
analysis. The parameters are estimated by matching the model output with observed data. Observed
data, like the data from travel surveys, gives a representation of the travel behavior of trip makers in
the studied region. Due to the complexity behind mode choices with individual perceptions and
preferences it  is not  likely  to  find  a unique value of  all  parameters that  corresponds to  a model
matching all observations. Therefor an estimation procedure is used that matches the observations as
good as possible given some type of objective function. Examples of such procedures are the maximum
likelihood and the least square estimation method. The method most widely used is the maximum
likelihood estimation (Ben-Akiva & Lerman, 1985) which is further explained below.

The purpose behind the maximum likelihood estimation is, as the name suggests, to maximize the
likelihood of reproducing the observed data in the model using the selected parameters (Koppelman
& Bhat, 2006). The procedure of the method is carried out in the following two steps:

1) Developing the likelihood function (joint probability density function)
2) Maximizing the function by estimating the β-parameters

Since the logarithm is easier to differentiate and returns the same maximum is the likelihood function
usually converted to a log-likelihood function as seen below. This is the objective function to maximize.

Tij
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Tij
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詣詣(紅賃) = 	 布 布 絞珍痛 ∗ ln	(鶏珍痛(紅賃))∀珍∈徴∀痛∈脹 (12)

The parameters and indexes are defined as: β is the parameter to estimate connected to attribute k, t
is the individual, j is the alternative, Pjt is the probability of individual t choosing alternative j and finally絞珍痛 	correspons to a binary variable equal to 1 if alternative j is chosen by t. By deriving the function

with respect to βkand setting the derivate equal to zero a maximum or minimum value is found. Given
that the second derivate is negative it can be concluded that it is a maximum.絞詣詣(紅)絞紅賃 = 	 布 布 (絞珍痛) ∗ 1鶏珍痛 ∗ 絞鶏珍痛(紅)絞紅∀珍∈徴∀痛∈脹 							∀倦 (13)

By using the choice probability function, the derivate can be rewritten in the following term
(Koppelman & Bhat, 2006):絞詣詣(紅)絞紅賃 = 	 布 布 (絞珍痛 − 鶏珍嫦痛)∀珍∈徴∀痛∈脹 ∗ 隙珍痛嫗 																∀倦 (14)

With the second derivate expressed as絞態(詣詣)絞紅絞紅嫗 = 	 布 布 −鶏珍嫦痛盤隙珍痛嫗 − 隙博痛匪盤隙珍痛嫗 − 隙博痛匪嫗∀珍∈徴∀痛∈脹 (15)

With a probability always positive between 0 and 1 and 盤隙珍痛嫗 − 隙博痛匪盤隙珍痛嫗 − 隙博痛匪嫗
 never negative, the

expression is always negative, thus proving that the solution found in the first derivate is a maximum.
As mentioned, solving these mathematical problems with multiple observations and parameters is
rather complex. In practice is this done through the help of statistical tools specialized for the task.
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5 Method and implementation

The following chapter describes the method used in the thesis for: Public transport OD-estimation based
on tap-in data, the homogenization of model and tap-in data, the integration of tap-in data in a travel
demand model, and the evaluation of model performance.

Given the general approach of the thesis described in Chapter 1.4,  the first process is to estimate
destinations based on entry-only tap-in data, generating an OD-demand matrix. Next step involves the
process of integrating this OD-matrix into a four-step based travel demand model. The final step
evaluates the performance of the model given the new changes. These three processes are generically
described in the following chapter.  To be able to integrate the two data sets in a straightforward
manner was a fourth procedure required between the first and the second; homogenization of the
data sets.

5.1 OD-estimation of tap-in data

The process of  estimating destinations relates to  the work presented in  3,  but  is described more
thoroughly in this sub-chapter. This process demand data on tap-ins and a timetable provided by the
service operator. As described by Barry et al. (2002) is the first step to sort the tap-in data based on
smart card-ids and tap-in time.

5.1.1 Data description

There are two sets of data fundamental for the process of OD-estimation; time-table and tap-in data.
Further the location of stations is expressed as longitude/ latitude coordinates in another data set. The
information given in the three data sets is seen in table 3. The different features are further explained
in table 4.

Table 3 – Structure of the three data sets

Time table data structure

Date Line Tour Seq. no. Station Direction Arrival time Departure time

Tap-in data structure

Timestamp Date Line Tour Station Direction Card-id No. of passengers

Station data structure

Station name Station number Coordinate X Coordinate Y
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To be able to fully grasp the process there is a need to establish and explain certain expressions, these
are found in table 4.

Table 4 - Definition of expressions used in the process of estimating the destination of tap-in data

Mathematical abbreviation Description

Card-id u (u ∈ 戟) Each card-id u, normally representing a
user in the system.

Tap-in i (i ∈ 荊) A registration of a public transport trip i
correspond to a card id u.

Station s (s∈ 鯨) A public transport vehicle visits certain
stations.

Line j (j ∈ 蛍) A public transport vehicle visits certain
stations on a designated line, normally
running several times per day.

Tour j,t (j ∈ 蛍,建 ∈ 劇) A public transport vehicle visits certain
stations on the designated lines on a
unique tour each time.

Direction d (d = 1,2) A public transport vehicle can travel in the
direction of either of the ending stations.

Sequence no. k (k = 1…計) A public transport vehicle visits certain
stations in a specific sequence. Hence has
each station a sequence number on each
tour.

Arrival time AT Arrival time of vehicle at station

Departure
time

DT Departure time of vehicle at station

No. of
passengers

NP Number of passengers per ticket (normally
one)

Coordinate X X Longitude of station

Coordinate Y Y Latitude of station
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5.1.2 Process description

In simplified terms the estimation process can be seen to contain the following steps.

1. Sort tap-ins by tap-in id and time.
2. Match tap-in data with time table to establish the vanishing route, meaning the potential

alighting stations not yet visited by the vehicle on the tour.
3. Estimate the station of these closest to the next tap-in made by the user.

a. If the trip was the last during a day, compare the distance to “home”, being the first
tap-in made during that day.

4. Compare distance to the walking-distance threshold to determine if the destination can be
estimated.

5. Compare transfer-time to transfer-time threshold to determine if the user did a transfer or
not.

6. Repeat from 2 for all cards for the whole data set.

Figure 5 displays the general approach for generating an OD-matrix of the travel demand based on
“entry-only” tap-in data.

Figure 5 - General approach for estimating the destination of "entry-only" tap-in data

A more comprehensive description of the different steps involved in the destination estimation
process follows.

Consider tap-in
i = i + 1

Match with time
table

Vanishing route from
time table not yet
visited by vehicle

Estimate alighting
station based on

next tap-in

Transit and distance
analysis
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The initial step is to sort the tap-in data as described above, by traveler (id of card) and by timestamp.
Assume I tap-ins made during a certain day, each tap-in is denoted as i. Each tap-in corresponds to a
card-id u (憲	綱	戟). Denote the origin station Oi as the station of the tap-in i in station S (Si). Furthermore
set the values for the parameters PAR_WALK and PAR_TRANSFER which represents the tolerated
threshold values for the walking distance and transfer times. For a reference for the estimation of
these values, see 3.2.3. The target  is to estimate the destination station Di. Begin by setting i  = 1,
examining the first registered tap-in. The tap-in data set is denoted as TAP and the timetable data set
as TT.

I. INITIATE PROCESS

Set i = i and Oi = Si

II. SINGLE TAP-IN ANALYSIS

If ∑ 憲沈彫沈  = 1 The card is only registered once, denote this as a “single tap-in”. Set i = i + 1 and
restart at 1.

 If N > 1 The card was registered more than once, go to III.

III. MATCH TAP-IN WITH TIMETABLE

The target with the matching process is to find the tour of the tap-in in the timetable data set, using
the fact  that  each tour is unique for each line. However, as the two data sets might  not  be entirely
homogenous can several levels of matching be used to maximize possible matches. Denote the tap-in
data set as TAP and the time table data set as TT.

a. Matching with line/ tour

If 劇畦鶏沈(倹,建) ∈ 劇劇(倹,建) 			
If	line	j	and	tour 	t 	of	tap	in	i	is	found	in	the	time	table	data,go	to	V.	
If	not,go	to	b.		

b. Matching with line/direction/station荊血	劇畦鶏沈(倹,穴,嫌) ∈ 劇劇(倹,穴,嫌) 		
If	line	j,direction	d	and	station	s	of	tap	in	i	is	found	in	the	time	table	data,go	to	IV.			
If	not,	go	to	c.	

c. Matching with direction/station

If 劇畦鶏沈(穴,嫌) ∈ 劇劇(穴,嫌) 	
If	direction	d	and	station	s	of	tap	in	i	is	found	in	the	time	table	data,go	to	IV.		
If	not,	go	to	d.	

d. Matching with station荊血	劇畦鶏沈(嫌) ∈ 劇劇(嫌) 			Go	to	IV	
If	station	s	of	tap	in	i	is	found	in	the	time	table	data,	go	on	to	IV.	
If	not,	there	is	no	possible	match,	set 	i	=	i	+	1	and	restart 	at	I.
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IV. ESTIMATE TRAVELLED TOUR

For the matches made from b-d, matched information only concerns possible boarding stations, all
part of different tours. Next step concerns estimating which of these alternative tours that was
travelled by the passenger. This is done by comparing the planned departure time of the matched
stations TTMS(AT) and the timestamp of the tap-in as TAPi(TS). The tour in the time table that is closest
in time to the timestamp of the tap-in data is the assumed travelled tour.劇劇珍禰 = 劇劇暢聴(倹痛)(min{|劇劇暢聴(畦劇) − 劇畦鶏沈(劇鯨)|})

With information on the tour in the time table the vanishing route can now be estimated.

V. ESTIMATE VANISHING ROUTE

The vanishing route represents the possible alighting stations, which are the stations not yet visited
by the vehicle, meaning the ones that have a higher sequence number k than the boarding station.

a. First, extract the sequence k for station s at travelled tour j tr from the timetable.																						劇劇鎚珍禰(倦)

b. The vanishing route VR are stations s that are a part of the same tour j tr but have a
higher sequence number.																						撃迎鎚 = 劇劇鎚珍禰(倦) 				血剣堅	欠健健	倦 > 倦沈 	

c. If VRs is empty, it means that the passenger boarded the station at the last stop
before the vehicle had re-registered to the next tour. In that case the direction of the
vehicle must “turn”, the sequence number k set to 1 and restart from III.
If VR is not empty go to VI.

VI. DESTINATION ESTIMATION PROCESS

As the vanishing route has been established step VI estimates the destination based on the next tap-
in. There are two cases, one when the passenger did another trip during the day, and another when
the trip was the last trip of this card during the day.

Case 1) If 憲(件岻 ≠ 憲(件 + 1)  This was the last trip of this card-id, let the passenger return “home”,
meaning to the first origin of the passenger.

Go to the first tap-in made by user u and retrieve the coordinates of this station and the stations in the
VRs from the data set of stations. Measure the distance p from the stations in the vanishing route to
this station. The station closest in space is the estimated destination Di, go to VII. The first  tap-in by
user u is the tap-in with the minimum timestamp.劇畦鶏津 = min版盤劇畦鶏通,沈,脹聴匪繁	for 	all	trips	i	made	for 	user 	u	喧(経沈) = min	{穴件嫌建欠券潔結(撃迎鎚(捲,検),劇畦鶏津(捲,検))}
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Case 2) If 憲(件) = 憲(件 + 1)  The passenger did another trip. Go to the next  tap-in, i + 1. Retrieve the
coordinate for this station and use the same method as in Vb. to estimate the potential stations in the
vanishing route. The alighting station is compared and estimated using the next tap-in. The difference
between the planned arrival time and next tap-in time is denoted as the transfer time TRA, go to VII.喧(経沈) = min	{穴件嫌建欠券潔結(撃迎鎚(捲,検),劇畦鶏沈袋怠(捲,検))}
TRA = 劇畦鶏沈袋怠(劇鯨) − 劇劇帖日(畦劇)

VII. TRANSFER AND WALKING DISTANCE ANALYSIS
a. Having denoted the measured distance p to the alighting station next step is to

consider the distance in comparison with the pre-defined walking distance parameter
(PAR_WALK).

If p > PAR_WALK, the estimated alighting station is neglected as the distance is too far from the next
tap-in or home.

b. For cases when the next tap-in 憲(件) = 憲(件 + 1)  estimate if the passenger did a
transfer or not  by comparing the transfer time TRA with the transfer time threshold
parameter(PAR_TRANSFER).

If TRA < PAR_TRANSFER, the estimated alighting station was only used as a transfer. Store the origin
and tap-in number as TRANSFER_ORIGINi(s,u) for next iteration. Add the number of passengers
registered on the tap in i and store the estimated OD in a separate transfer OD-matrix. Set i = i + 1 and
restart from I.

VIII. HANDLING TRANSFERS

It might be that a trip chain contains more than one transfer. The first task is to find all origins that are
a part of the trip chain TC by moving backwards r steps (r being equal to the number of non-empty
stored transfer origins) from tap-in i. The origin is the station of the tap-in with the minimum time
stamp.

If 劇系 = 劇畦鶏沈貸追(嫌,憲岻 − ∑ 憲沈彫沈 = 劇迎畦軽鯨繋継迎潮眺彫弔彫朝日貼認(鎚,通)頚沈 = min	{劇系沈(劇鯨) }

If no transfer occurred TRANSFER_ORIGINi-r(s,u) = 0 and no transfer analysis be needed. After finding
the trip chain and the first origin has been estimated all stored stops in the TC are emptied (set to 0)
so that the next transfer is not affected by these.

IX. ORIGIN – DESTINATION ESTIMATION

By adding the number of passengers NP registered on the tap-in (normally one), to the estimated
origin-destination matrix, the OD-demand increases iteratively.頚経(頚沈,経沈) = 頚経(頚沈,経沈) + 軽鶏

X. NEXT ITERATION
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i = i + 1 and restart from I.

5.2 Homogenization of data sets

Having generated an OD-matrix of the demand for public transports, next step is to integrate this data
in a travel demand model. However, first, the differences between the OD-demand matrix generated
by the model and the one generated by the tap-in data needs to be stressed. Some of these differences
are summarized in table 5. First, the OD-demand generated by the tap-in data only represents a
fraction of public transport users. Further, the interpretation of “origins” and “destinations” is different
for the two data sets. Lastly, the tap-in matrix features demand on station-level while the model-data
shows demand on zone-level.

Table 5 - Tap-in and demand model differences

Data - set Quantity Origin and destination interpretation Level of aggr egation

Tap-in Fraction of users Public transport segment of trip chain Station level

Model All users Entire trip chain TAZ level

To be able to integrate the tap-in data in the model in a straightforward manner there is a need to
homogenize the two data sets. The differences between the data sets and a suggested solution to
them are stressed in the following sub-chapters.

5.2.1 Quantity

The tap-in data covers a fraction (ratio of estimated destinations/all tap-ins) of a fraction of users (ratio
of smartcard users/all users). To be able to compare the two data sets in a straightforward manner the
tap-in data needs to be re-scaled, so it covers all users in the system.

5.2.2 Level of aggregation

Another difference between the two data sets concerns the level of aggregation. While the model
considers demand on zone level the tap-in data is considering demand on station-level. The demand
generated at each of these stations is not just generated from the zone that the station happens to be
within but might also be generated from several surrounding zones. This is especially relevant in more
urban environments where the zones, in general, are smaller making connecting trips via foot or bike
to different stations a feasible alternative for travelers. The example in figure 6 illustrates two stations
(A, B) and seven zones. How much of the demand at each station have been generated from, or put in
other terms, should be allocated to, the different zones?
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Figure 6 - An example of two stations (a, b) located near seven zones.

If all demand from station A is assigned to the zone it happens to be within (5) the consequence is that
the tap-in data in general “produces” large number of trips at zones where stations with large volumes
are included. Such a zone could for instance be the zone including the central train station. However,
if this zone doesn’t include any residential areas the model doesn’t generate any large demand-levels
from the zone. In such a case would the tap-in data not be an accurate representative of reality while
integration it with the travel demand model.

To solve the issue, one needs to address another difference between the two data sets, the different
interpretation of origins and destinations.

5.2.3 Origin & destination interpretation

As highlighted by Bagchi & White (2005) is the ultimate origin and destination not inferred by the tap-
in data. A more suitable term for the “origins” and “destinations” estimated by this data set is simply
boarding and alighting station, being only a segment of the whole trip chain. The tap-in data obviously
doesn’t obtain information of prior or later segments than the public transport part of the trip.

As an example, assume a trip which includes a passenger taking a short  bike ride to catch a bus on
route to the ultimate destination. A destination which might require a short walk from the last bus
stop as illustrated in figure 7. By assuming that most of the trip is conducted using public transports
would a model unable to capture multimodal trips describe this travel pattern as a public transport
trip (going from O1 to D1). In the figure are red circles representing public transport stations while the
black circles show the origin and destination of the complete trip chain.  The tap-in generated OD
would only show the demand from PTi to PTj, not knowing if the demand originated from O1, O2 or O3

or was destined for D1 or D2.
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Figure 7 - The different representations of origins and destinations.

To be able to compare the two OD-matrices without losing valuable obtained connection between
origins and destinations there is a need to convert any of the two interpretations to the other.

Stations - Zones: Estimating the ultimate origin and destination for tap-in trips means that demand
estimated at a station should be allocated to zones, as the problem stressed in 5.2.2.  To enable this
process demands a method to be established, to know how much demand that should be allocated to
which zone from which station. Such a method is described in 5.2.4.

Zones – Stations: The target for this solution is to understand which stations that were used for the
public transport trips generated by the model. In a travel demand model this is done through the
featured trip assignment procedure of public transports using some type of optimization method.

As the model is constructed using matrices representing the entire trip it  seems more logical to use
the prior approach to the problem since this would enable a more straightforward integration
procedure in the travel demand model. A method for allocating demand from stations to zones is
therefore described in the following section.
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5.2.4 Allocating demand from stations to zones

The following sub-chapter highlights a solution to the different problems described above. Figure 8
summarizes the steps while homogenizing the data sets.

Figure 8 - Summation of the process of homogenizing the tap-in data and model output.

By assuming that the ratio of smartcard users is evenly distributed amongst the public transport
network, the tap-in data can be re-scaled so that the quantity of tap-in data is representative for all
users. Since the ratio of estimated destinations and all tap-ins is known (see Chapter 5.1) is the only
unknown factor to determine the ratio of smartcard users amongst all users. This demand the public
transport agency to have complete statistics for all alternative payment methods or at least know how
many passengers that use the system each day. Having several different methods of payment is this
seemingly straightforward summation often rather difficult to execute. In the case that such
information is not present can the tap-in data instead be scaled using the output from the model as a
reference for the total demand.

The procedure of allocating demand to zones can be solved in numerous ways. An alternative proposed
by Li et al (2011) is to allocate demand strictly based on distance, meaning that the stations that
happens to be within each zone should be allocated to that zone. Though this procedure might be
good for larger zones in the countryside there is a risk of the procedure being too binary in a more
urban environment where zones typically covers a smaller area and travelers can connect to stations
in other zones via walking or cycling in a more effortless manner.

6. Re-scaled tap-in data on zone-level

5. Validation

Comparing allocation procedure with model

4. OD-matrix for all zones in all stations OD-pairs
Summarizing demand on zone-level from all stations

3. Allocating station level demand to zones
Coverage area, zone attributes

2. Scaling OD to cover all users
Knowing the penetration rate of smart cards, or using the model output

1. Tap-in data OD-matrix on station-level
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Another  alternative,  chosen in  the thesis,  is to  allocate the demand using a coverage area of  the
stations. The purpose of the coverage area is to include the connection trips going to and from public
transport stations to the ultimate origin and destination. This solution assumes that passengers can
walk or take a bike ride to these stations. As input to the solution are different attributes connected
to each zone taken into consideration. Attributes that drives the demand of trips. Such attributes could
include the population or the number of workplaces in each zone. Another, more straightforward
alternative, is to include the number of trips produced or attracted in each zone generated by the trip
generation step of the model. In this thesis the maximum of these for each zone is used. The purpose
behind using the maximum is to make sure that the model keeps its symmetry, meaning that trips that
go from i to j should also go from j to i. Therefore, a distinction is not made to differentiate how demand
is allocated for origin- respectively destination-stations.

The ratio of the area of each zone in the coverage area is obviously of importance. A zone that makes
up a larger area than another zone with the similar attributes should have more demand allocated to
it.  Logically there is a difference for  how  far  travelers are willing to  walk or  cycle to  a station,  a
difference not just depending on the individual traveler but also the characteristics of the station.
Central  hubs such as the central  train  station of  a city would  logically attract  travelers in  a more
dispersed area than a bus stop in a sub-urban environment. The different characteristics of stations
highlights the complexity in the task where a generic but accurate procedure is desired.

The general formula to the problem can be written as:

Consider the set of zones A and the set of stations S.経沈 = 経結兼欠券穴	訣結券結堅欠建結穴	血堅剣兼	嫌建欠建件剣券	件経珍沈 = 経結兼欠券穴	欠建建堅欠潔建結穴	建剣	嫌建欠建件剣券	倹	血堅剣兼	嫌建欠建件剣券	件	欠沈 = 畦	権剣券結	欠	拳件建ℎ件券	建ℎ結	潔剣懸結堅欠訣結	欠堅結欠	剣血	剣堅件訣件券	嫌建欠建件剣券	件																																							(欠鎚 ∈ 畦鎚,件 ∈ 鯨) 	決珍 = 畦	権剣券結	決	拳件建ℎ件券	建ℎ結	潔剣懸結堅欠訣結	欠堅結欠	剣血	穴結嫌建件券欠建件剣券	嫌建欠建件剣券	倹																													(欠鎚 ∈ 畦鎚,倹 ∈ 鯨) 	経銚沈 = 経結兼欠券穴	欠健健剣潔欠建結穴	建剣	権剣券結	欠	血堅剣兼	建ℎ結	剣堅件訣件券	嫌建欠建件剣券	件	経長乳銚日
= 経結兼欠券穴	欠健健剣潔欠建結穴	建剣	権剣券結	決	剣血	嫌建欠建件剣券	倹	訣結券結堅欠建結穴	血堅剣兼	権剣券結	欠	剣血	嫌建欠建件剣券	件		劇銚 = 警欠捲[喧堅剣穴憲潔結穴,欠建建堅欠潔建結穴] 	警欠捲件兼憲兼	喧堅剣穴憲潔結穴/ 欠建建堅欠潔建結穴	件券	権剣券結	欠		(欠,決	 ∈ 畦			件,倹 ∈ 嫌岻	畦銚濡 = 畦堅結欠	剣血	権剣券結	欠	件券	潔剣懸結堅欠訣結	欠堅結欠	剣血	嫌建欠建件剣券	嫌																																															(欠,決	 ∈ 畦			件,倹 ∈ 嫌) 	畦迎銚濡 = 	 畦銚濡∑ 畦銚濡凋銚退怠 	 → 迎欠建件剣	剣血	欠堅結欠	剣血	権剣券結	欠	件券	潔剣懸.欠堅結欠	剣血	嫌建欠建件剣券	嫌												(欠,決	 ∈ 畦			件,倹 ∈ 嫌) 	

経銚沈 =
AR叩套 ∗ 劇銚∑ (凋銚退怠 畦銚日 ∗ 劇銚日) ∗ 経沈 	 → Demand	allocated	to	zone	a	from	station	i	

	経長乳銚日
=

AR但宕 ∗ 劇長∑ (畦長乳凋銚退怠 ∗ 劇長乳) ∗ AR叩套 ∗ 劇銚∑ (畦銚濡凋銚退怠 ∗ 劇銚濡) ∗	 経珍沈 	 → Demand	to	zone	b	of	st. j	from	a	of	st.i		
Example – An example of  zones within the coverage area of  two stations is seen in figure 9. In the
example has station 1003 seven zones included in its coverage area, station 1096 has five in its’. The
demand between this OD-pair is distributed on a new OD-matrix (of the size seven times five) using
the procedure described above. The task in this example is to determine the demand from zone 3112
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to  zone 1222 based on the demand from station 1096 to  1003.  In  the example assume that  the
produced number of trips is equal to the attracted number and denote these trips as “trips generated”.

Figure 9 - Example: Two stations (1096 and 1003) and the zones that intersect the coverage area of the stations.

Assume that station 1096 generated 100 trips to station 1003 (経珍沈). Further assume that the area ratio

and generated trips are distributed in the following manner:

Zone 3112 3113 3116 3117 3124

Area ratio 25% 20% 10% 35% 10%

All Trips generated in zone 80 200 150 80 50

 The following demand is allocated from station 1096 to zone 3112:

経戴怠怠態怠待苔滞 =
0,25 ∗ 80

0,25 ∗ 80 + 0,2 ∗ 200 + 0,1 ∗ 150 + 0,35 ∗ 80 + 0,1 ∗ 50
∗ 100

= 18,5	
A demand of 18,5 trips is allocated from station 1096 to zone 3112. Next step involves distributing
these trips amongst the seven zones connected to station 1003, using the same procedure as above.
Assume that the area ratio and generated trips are distributed in the following manner:

Zone 1213 1221 1222 1224 1232 1231 1251

Area ratio 8% 20% 25% 2% 20% 15% 10%

All Trips generated in zone 90 40 70 80 150 30 60
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経怠態態態迭轍轍典戴怠怠態迭轍纏展
=

0,25 ∗ 70
0,08 ∗ 90 + 0,2 ∗ 4 + 0,25 ∗ 70 + 0,02 ∗ 80 + 0,2 ∗ 15 + 0,15 ∗ 30 + 0,1 ∗ 0,6

∗ 18,5	
=	3,4

Given the example above with the suggested procedure would 3,4 of the 100 trips from station 1096
to station 1003 be allocated to the zone OD-pair 3112-1222. It  is likely that more than one station is
included in a zone, thus the procedure requires a summation for all stations to be made, before
generating the complete zone-level matrix.

In the scope of the case study in the thesis the same procedure is executed but using several levels of
coverage area where the different levels are weighted differently. Using different levels lead to a less
binary procedure but complicates manners since the different levels need to be scaled in an
appropriate way.

5.2.5 Validation of allocation process

Executing the trip assignment step for public transports in VISUM could be one way of validating the
allocation method. By running the public transport trip assignment step using only the tap-in data as
input the software generates boarding/alighting counts on each station, as illustrated in figure 10. This
could in such a case be compared to what the tap-in data originally generated. Using the model to
calibrate the tap-in data that is going to be used to improve the model is obviously undesired.
Therefore, the model is used as tool of validation.

Figure 10 - Procedure to validate the process of allocation of demand

The benefit of executing this validation procedure is that it demonstrates the impact on model
performance that is made by the integration method isolated as it disjoints the allocation procedure
from the impact analysis.

• Trips per station
(Tap-in data)

Allocation of demand
to zones

• Trip assignment
of public
transport
module

Model is run
• Trips per zone
• Trips per station

(model)

Compare with trips
per station (Tap-in

data)
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5.3 Integrating tap-in data in a travel demand model

With the transformed tap-in demand the two data sets could now be considered homogeneous in the
aspect that they both cover all users of the same system on zone-level. The final procedure is now to
integrate the tap-in data in the travel demand model. Two alternative methods have been considered
in the context of this thesis, these are referred to as; “the utility approach” and “the demand matrix
approach”. It was concluded that the prior had drawbacks making it unsuitable in practise, therefor
was the latter the only one used in the scope of the thesis.

5.3.1 The utility approach

The utility approach influences the model performance by including the difference between tap-in
demand and model generated demand for each OD-pair multiplied with a parameter in the utility
function of the mode choice for public transports. The value of the parameter is depending on the level
of trust put in the tap-in data. If the tap-in data is subtracted from the model-data the parameter have
a negative value. The desired effect is that the method, by affecting the utility function for public
transports changes the demand for each OD-pair in such a way that it approaches the tap-in estimate.
The procedure is exemplified below.

Example:
Assume a multinomial Logit model with two transport modes in consideration in the mode choice;
public transport and car. 100 trips have been generated from the trip distribution step between origin
i and destination j. The model is constructed with a mode specific utility function for public transports
as below. Consideration is taken to the travel times in-vehicle, waiting time at first stop and tap-in time
while calculating the utility (U) for public transports (pt) between origin i and destination j.戟沈,珍,椎痛 = 決結建欠[喧建,1] ∗ 建件兼結沈津塚勅朕沈頂鎮勅 + 決結建欠[喧建,2] ∗ 建件兼結栂銚沈痛沈津直鎚痛墜椎怠 + 決結建欠[喧建,3] ∗ 建件兼結痛追銚津鎚沈痛
For car-trips the utility function is constructed as:戟沈,珍,頂銚追 = 決結建欠[潔欠堅,1] ∗ 建件兼結痛追銚塚勅鎮 + 決結建欠[潔欠堅,2] ∗ 穴件嫌建欠券潔結
Assume the following values assigned to the parameters above.

Table 6 - Parameter values in example

Parameter Abbreviation Value (min) Value Beta-parameter

In-vehicle time (PT) 建件兼結沈津塚勅朕沈頂鎮勅 15 -0,05

Waiting time first stop (PT) 建件兼結栂銚沈痛沈津直鎚痛墜椎怠 4 -0,15

Transfer time (PT) 建件兼結痛追銚津鎚沈痛 2 -0,08

Travel time (Car) 建件兼結痛追銚塚勅鎮 12 -0,04
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Distance (Car) 穴件嫌建欠券潔結 6 -0,03

The parameters above result in the following utilities for each of the two alternatives. The error-terms,
the mode-specific alfa-parameter and socioeconomical inputs are neglected in this theoretical
example.戟沈,珍,椎痛 = 	 −0,05 ∗ 15 + (−0,15) ∗ 4 + (−0,08) ∗ 2 = 	 −1,51戟沈,珍,頂銚追 = −0,04 ∗ 12 + (−0,03) ∗ 6 = 	 −0,66

Given the utilities above, the probability distribution for the two modes are:

鶏沈,珍,椎痛 =
結貸怠,泰怠結貸怠,泰怠 + 結貸待,滞滞 = 0,3	

鶏沈,珍,頂銚追 =
結貸待,滞滞結貸怠,泰怠 + 結貸待,滞滞 = 0,7	

Out of the 100 trips that was generated between the two zones 30 is allocated to public transports
and 70 to cars.

Next step involves the integration of tap-in data. Assume that the tap-in data estimated a demand of
22 trips for same zones (i,j). In the suggested method the new utility function includes the difference
between tap-in data and what the model previously generated as follows:戟沈,珍,椎痛 = 決結建欠[喧建,1] ∗ 建件兼結沈津塚勅朕沈頂鎮勅 + 決結建欠[喧建,2] ∗ 建件兼結栂銚沈痛沈津直鎚痛墜椎怠 + 決結建欠[喧建,3] ∗ 建件兼結痛追銚津鎚沈痛 +決結建欠[喧建,4] ∗ 劇畦鶏_荊軽経荊繋繋継迎継軽系継[件,倹]
By assigning the new beta-parameter the value of -0,025 the new utility for public transports is:戟沈,珍,椎痛 = 	 −0,05 ∗ 15 + (−0,15) ∗ 4 + (−0,08) ∗ 2 + (−0,025) ∗ (30 − 22) = 	 −1,71

As the utility for the car-alternative remains unchanged the new choice probabilities for the two
alternatives are:

鶏沈,珍,椎痛 =
結貸怠,胎怠結貸怠,胎怠 + 結貸待,滞滞 = 0,26	

鶏沈,珍,頂銚追 =
結貸待,滞滞結貸怠,胎怠 + 結貸待,滞滞 = 0,74	

This means that the demand of public transport trips decreases to 26 with the integration of tap-in
data. In the meantime, the demand for car trips increases to 74. Although the example shows great
promise there is a problem with the suggested method. The problem lies in the fact that the models’
sensitivity to changes in the utility is not equal for all probabilities. As mentioned in Chapter 4.2, the
derivate of the choice probability has its larges value at a probability close to 0.5 (Koppelman & Bhat,
2006). This means that the sensitivity to changes is larger around this level and is decreasing as the
probability for any of the alternatives approaches zero or one. This is illustrated in figure 11 where the
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sensitivity to changes in utility highlights that the choice probability for the two alternatives is more
sensitive for utility-changes at levels close to 0.5.

Figure 11 - The changes in choice probability between two alternatives.

The consequence of this fact is that the integration of tap-ins with the above described procedure has
large effects on choice probabilities close to 0.5 but is almost redundant in cases where the choice
probability is close to zero or one. Since it makes sense that the level of trust in the tap-in data should
be equal for all OD-pairs, would ideally the impact of tap-in data be independent of the model
estimate.

This problem is further highlighted in the example below. Consider the travel times and distances
denoted in table 7 between two zones. Once again are two mode-choices considered. A fast train is
available as a public transport alternative against travelling by car on a congested road.

Table 7 - Parameter values assigned to the example

PARAMETER VALUE (MIN)

IN-VEHICLE TIME (PT) 30

WAITING TIME FIRST STOP (PT) 1

TRANSFER TIME (PT) 0

TRAVEL TIME (CAR) 80

DISTANCE (CAR) 100

Once again have 100 trips been generated in the trip distribution step. The utilities without the
integration of tap-in data is:
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戟沈,珍,椎痛 = 	 −0,05 ∗ 30 + (−0,15) ∗ 1 + (−0,08) ∗ 0 = 	 −1,65戟沈,珍,頂銚追 = −0,04 ∗ 80 + (−0,03) ∗ 100 = 	 −6,2

With the probabilities:

鶏沈,珍,椎痛 =
結貸怠,滞泰結貸怠,滞泰 + 結貸滞,態 = 0,99	

鶏沈,珍,頂銚追 =
結貸滞,態結貸怠,滞泰 + 結貸滞,態 = 0,01	

The distribution of the 100 trips is very different from the previous example. 99 trips are distributed
to the public transport alternative while only one to cars. This vast difference impacts the effect of the
tap-in data. Assume that the tap-in data has estimated that only 10 trips was made on the route by
public transports. According to the method described above the new utility for public transports is:戟沈,珍,椎痛 = 	 −0,05 ∗ 30 + (−0,15) ∗ 1 + (−0,08) ∗ 0	 + (−0,025) ∗ (99 − 10) = 	 −3,88

As the utility for the car-alternative remains unchanged the new choice probabilities for the two
alternatives are:

鶏沈,珍,椎痛 =
結貸戴,腿腿結貸戴,腿腿 + 結貸滞,態 = 0,91	

鶏沈,珍,頂銚追 =
結貸滞,態結貸戴,腿腿 + 結貸滞,態 = 0,09	

Although the difference is very large between the tap-in data and the model (10 vs. 99 trips) is the
impact rather small on model performance, due to the above-mentioned reason. It can be concluded
that the magnitude of the impact for the tap-in data in this implementation procedure is depending
on the choice probability level for different alternatives. A direct issue with this problem is that the
level of  trust  in the tap-in data should logically be equal for all  OD-pairs. As this is not  the case the
method is not considered in the scope of the case study in this thesis.

5.3.2 The demand matrix approach

The scope of the demand matrix approach is to impact the model-generated mode choice demand
matrices in such a way that the public transport matrix approaches the tap-in estimate.

The mode choice generates a demand matrix for each transport mode in all OD-pairs. Since a similar
matrix has been generated by the tap-in data could this matrix be integrated as a reference-matrix.
The output of the procedure is a trade-off between the estimate from the model and the estimate
from the tap-in data.

As the mode choice step has the target  to distribute demand from the trip distribution step among
different modes, it doesn’t generate any new demand. Hence it is fundamental that the integration
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procedure re-distribute demand amongst the modes in each od-pair in such a way that the total
demand for the OD-pair remains the same but that the public transport demand approaches the tap-
in data. An example of this procedure follows.

Example:

Consider a multinomial Logit model with four modes available in the mode choice; public transports,
car, walk and bike. The transport modes (建兼 ∈ 劇警) 	is represented by the following modes:

1 – PT – Public transports
2 – CAR – Car
3 – W – Walk
4 – Bi – Bike

Denote the following mathematical abbreviations:経沈,珍,椎痛,墜鎮鳥 = 頚健穴	(喧建) 	穴結兼欠券穴	血堅剣兼	剣堅件訣件券	件	建剣	穴結嫌建件券欠建件剣券	倹	血剣堅	建堅欠券嫌喧剣堅建	兼剣穴結	喧建	経沈,珍,椎痛,津勅栂 = 軽結拳	(喧建) 	穴結兼欠券穴	血堅剣兼	剣堅件訣件券	件	建剣	穴結嫌建件券欠建件剣券	倹	血剣堅	建堅欠券嫌喧剣堅建	兼剣穴結	喧建	紘 = 	鶏欠堅欠兼結建結堅	結血血結潔建件券訣	建ℎ結	件兼喧欠潔建	剣血	建ℎ結	建欠喧 − 件券	穴欠建欠
The demand for public transport is changed according to the following function:

経沈,珍,椎痛,津勅栂 = 布 経沈,珍,痛陳 ∗ 経沈,珍,椎痛,墜鎮鳥 + 紘(劇畦鶏沈,珍 − 経沈,珍,椎痛,墜鎮鳥)∑ 経沈,珍,痛陳 + 	紘(劇畦鶏沈,珍 − 経沈,珍,椎痛,墜鎮鳥)脹暢痛陳退怠
脹暢

痛陳退怠紘 = [0,1]

The procedure changes the public transport demand by re-distributing the sum of the model generated
demand for all modes in the OD-pair depending on the ratio in the second factor of the function. The
numerator of the second factor holds the sum of the public transport model demand and the
difference between the tap-in data and the model demand multiplied with a parameter denoted as
gamma. The denominator holds the sum of all demand for all modes and the tap-in difference
multiplied with the gamma-parameter.

If 経沈,珍,椎痛,墜鎮鳥 = 	 ∑ 経沈,珍,痛陳脹暢痛陳退怠   the consequence would be that the tap-in data would have no impact on

the model performance. However, given the construction of the Logit model, if several alternatives are
available can all demand never be 100% allocated to only one alternative and therefore the paradox
never arises.

The demand for the other modes is updated based on the old demand and the changes in demand for
public transports as seen below. The changed public transport demand is allocated to the other modes
based on the ratio of the demand of the mode amongst these alternative modes.

経沈,珍,寵凋眺,津勅栂 = 経沈,珍,寵凋眺,墜鎮鳥 + (盤経沈,珍,椎痛,墜鎮鳥 − 経沈,珍,椎痛,津勅栂匪 ∗ 経,沈,珍,寵凋眺,墜鎮鳥∑ 経沈,珍,痛陳脹暢痛陳退態 )

経沈,珍,調,津勅栂 = 経沈,珍,調,墜鎮鳥 + (盤経沈,珍,椎痛,墜鎮鳥 − 経沈,珍,椎痛,津勅栂匪 ∗ 経沈,珍,調,墜鎮鳥∑ 経沈,珍,痛陳脹暢痛陳退態 )
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経沈,珍,喋沈,津勅栂 = 経沈,珍,喋沈,墜鎮鳥 + (盤経沈,珍,椎痛,墜鎮鳥 − 経沈,珍,椎痛,津勅栂匪 ∗ 経沈,珍,喋沈,墜鎮鳥∑ 経沈,珍,痛陳脹暢痛陳退態 )

Example:

Consider a four-step travel demand model with a multinomial mode choice step. Four transport mode
alternatives are taken into consideration (public transport, car, walk, bike). Between origin i and
destination j are 100 trips generated by the trip distribution step. The model without the
implementation of tap-in data distribute these trips amongst the four alternatives as follows: Public
transport – 30, Car – 50, Walk – 5, Bike – 15. The tap-in data has estimated 20 trips between the OD-
pair.  The gamma-parameter  is set  to 0.5. The demand for  the four  modes are updated as follows
according to the procedure above:

経沈,珍,椎痛,津勅栂 = 100 ∗ 峭 30 + 0,5(20 − 30)

100 + 0,5 ∗ (20 − 30)
嶌 = 26,3	

経沈,珍,寵凋眺,津勅栂 = 50 + (30 − 22) ∗ 磐 50
50 + 5 + 15

卑 = 52,6

経沈,珍,調,津勅栂 = 5 + (30 − 22) ∗ 磐 5
50 + 5 + 15

卑 = 5,3

経沈,珍,寵槻,津勅栂 = 15 + (30 − 22) ∗ 磐 15
50 + 5 + 15

卑 = 15,8

As denoted the integration of tap-in data has the desired effect on the demand of public transports.
The allocation of demand to the other modes are distributed in a way where more demand is being
generated to/ from modes with already large demand. Figure 12 illustrates the effect for the four
transport modes in the example for different volumes of tap-in data using the procedure above. The
yellow bar represents the model-generated demand for public transports.
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Figure 12 - The impact effect for different levels of tap-in data

The gamma-parameter relates to the level of trust put in tap-in data. As denoted it has a value between
0 and 1 where a higher value corresponds to a larger impact. Given these mathematical results this
integration procedure is executed in the scope of the case study of this thesis.

To infer from which transport modes that travelers should be re-distributed to is seldom evident. In
the method used, most demand is allocated to and from the more popular transport mode in the OD-
pair, denote the sharp initial decline of the green car line in Figure 12. This might not always be the
best solution, in some OD-pairs might the traveler that leave public transports be more attracted to
choosing another alternative independent of what happens to be the most popular choice for the OD-
pair. However, with the benefit of the suggested procedure being straightforward and generic was it
chosen in the scope of this thesis.

5.4  Evaluation of model performance

The evaluation of model performance follows two steps; comparing the impact in model performance
by the integration of tap-in data and validating if the model performance was improved or not.  As
stressed above the integration method used also changes the demand for other modes. Therefore, it
is required that the performance for all modes is evaluated.

There are numerous model outputs that could be evaluated, depending of what is of relevance to
investigate. Stakeholders might have an additional interest in a specific area or in a specific line. Below
follows a selection of questions that could be answered in the process of evaluation of model
performance:

· Which modes were increased by the tap-in data? Which decreased?
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· How was the number of public transport trips produced and attracted to different zones
affected by the tap-in data?

· What was the impact on link flows for all transport modes?

· How was the boarding or alighting per station on a specific line affected by the tap-in data?

· How was the boarding or alighting per station aggregated for all lines affected by the tap-in
data? Did the model approach the tap-ins per station?

· Did the model approach the link flow counts for the other transport modes?

Although the suggested integration procedure is straightforward, might the results not be. By changing
the demand of public transports also changes the state of congestion for private vehicles in the
network. In a model executed with an iterative process, the integration of tap-in data affects also the
next iteration, as exemplified below.

Example: Imagine three nodes in a small network, as illustrated in figure 13. Trips are made from node
1 to 3 and from node 2 to 3. The latter trip follows the same route as the final part of the first trip. Two
transport modes are available; public transports and going by car. A combination of the output of a
model and tap-in data has been used to improve the public transport part of the model.

Figure 13 - Example network consisting of three nodes and two links.

The following outputs are generated by the model and the tap-in data for public transports.

Table 8 – Example of implementing tap-in data in a model

The direct  consequence of the tap-in data resulting in more trips from 1 – 3 is that  less trips for the
same OD-pair is generated by cars. However, as the modeling process is iterative this impacts the state
of congestion for the route between 2 and 3. This has the consequence that in the next iteration the
utility for car trips is higher for trips between 2-3. As the utility for car trips increases, and the total
amount of trips between the OD-pair remain unchanged a consequence is that the number of public
transport trips between 2 and 3 is lowered. To conclude; due to the demand changing for public
transports in one OD-pair, the altered states of congestion also impacts the mode distribution for other
OD-pairs.

OD-
pair

Model estimated
demand (PT)

Model
cars

Tap-in estimated
demand

Model and tap-
in data (PT)

Updated
model cars

1-3 10 30 20 15 25

2-3 10 30 10 10 30

1

2
3
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6 Norrköping case study

The following chapter describes the case study executed using tap-in data to improve the travel
demand model of Norrköping using the methods described in Chapter 5.

The first part of the chapter involves a description of the public transport system in the city. An initial
data analysis is performed to establish the representativeness of the tap-in data before the destination
estimation process is explained and evaluated. In the second part of the chapter a deeper description
of the currently used travel demand model of Norrköping is given including a description of the process
of integrating the tap-in data in the travel demand model.

6.1  Public transports in Norrköping

Östgötatrafiken is the operator responsible for public transports within the county of Östergötland, in
which Norrköping municipality belongs. The map in figure 14 below illustrates the county and its
municipalities. The municipality region of Norrköping is highlighted brightly green. The red points
represent stations visited by the public transport vehicles of Östgötatrafiken.

Figure 14 - Östergötland county and its municipalities including public transport stops (generated with QGIS).

Östgötatrafiken uses a smartcard-based AFC-system as one of their fare collecting methods. Other
payment alternatives include a mobile phone application, two third party payment systems for
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commuters (“Movingo” and “Resplus”) and fixed ticket machines at designated stations
(“Quickomat”). In total were 30,4 million trips made during 2017 (Östgötatrafiken, 2018).

The public transport network in connection to Norrköping consists of the following transport modes;
city buses, regional buses, express buses, trams and a commuter train. Seen from a national
perspective Norrköping has a rather unique public transport network since it is the only city of similar
size, that still has trams running. Table 9 illustrate the current (2018-03-15) public transport lines in
connection to Norrköping separated per public transport mode (Östgötatrafiken, 2018).

Table 9 - The public transport lines connected to Norrköping.

MODE LINES

TRAM 2,3

CITY BUS 112, 113, 115, 116, 117, 119, 129, 140 and 141

REGIONAL BUS 410, 411, 412, 419, 420, 429, 430, 432, 433, 436, 440, 441, 444, 450,
457, 459, 480, 482, 483, 484, and 486

EXPRESS BUS 40, 41, 42, 45, 46, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74 and 75

COMMUTER TRAIN 81

Line 129 is a demand-responsive service line that needs to be pre-ordered by passengers wanting to
travel on it. It is not taken into consideration in the travel demand model of Norrköping and is therefore
also neglected in the destination estimation of tap-in data. The other lines are the ones taken in
consideration in the case study. The tap-in data used in this thesis was made by smartcard users in the
system on these lines during the fourth week of 2018 (January 22nd – January 28th).

6.1.1 Public transport data description

As mentioned in Chapter 5.1 are three types of data required for the destination estimation process;
tap-in data, timetable data and station data. Tap-in and timetable data was given by the public
transport agent Östgötatrafiken. The station data is handled by the Swedish national traffic
cooperation Samtrafiken, owned by 37 different traffic companies. The data sets are described below,
and examples of the data sets are seen in table 10.

· Tap-in data: In total there were 340.391 tap-ins made on the lines described in table 9 during
the fourth week of January. The card-id has in the example below been anonymized for the
integrity of the user.

· Timetable data: The timetable data contains 256.223 rows of timetable information. The
planned arrival and departure time is the same for stations other than the first or last stop on
a route.

· Station data: There are 8542 platforms connected to the public transport agent
Östgötatrafiken in the data set generated by Samtrafiken. The recognized quantity of stations
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is lower.  For  instance,  is the  central  station  in  Norrköping represented  34  times.  By  not
differentiating stations based on platforms, the data set of timetables generated 633 unique
stations of which 602 was registered for tap-ins in the studied tap-in data set.

Table 10 - An example of data sets described above.

Tap-in data

Date Direction Line Tour
Station
name

Station
no.

Description
line

Time Card id

2018-
01-23

2 81 72
Motala
Central

184
Norrköping

- Motala
15:05:19

1880XXXX

Timetable - data

Date Direction Line Tour
Station
name

Station
no.

Seq. no.
Planned
Arrival

Planned
Departure

2018-
01-22

1 2 1
Söder
Tull

3 3
04:42:00 04:42:00

Station data

Station name
Samtrafiken

no.
Agency station

no.
Y-coordinate X-coordinate

Norrköping Norr
Tull

9022005000
001001

1 58,59485 16,17672

Apart from the data described above was data also obtained that summarized tap-ins made for each
station aggregated per day for 2017. With this type of data can an initial data analysis be made with
the purpose of establishing the representativeness of the given tap-in data.

6.1.2 Initial data analysis

As highlighted by several authors is a potential with AFC-systems that data is automatically and
continuously collected. Since traffic varies both per day, week and year, can the representativeness of
the tap-in data be examined by comparing it to a data set of longer time. This sub-chapter serves the
purpose of doing an initial analysis of the given tap-in data for week four 2018. The data is compared
to data for the entire year of 2017 to find how the two vary from the perspectives of when and how
travels are made.

Figure 15 illustrates the variations in tap-in times for the fourth week of 2018. The 22nd of January was
a Monday. The data set covering the entire year is not detailed down to hour level but aggregated per
day, per stop and per line. This has the consequence that the chart cannot be compared to a yearly
equivalent.
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Figure 15 - Summary of tap-ins per hour during week 4 2018.

The public transport demand in Norrköping follows the traditional on/off peak hour traffic with peaks
in the morning and in the afternoon for the weekdays. The demand during the weekends follows
another pattern than the demand during the weekdays where the peaks connected to the morning
and afternoon commuter-trips is missing. The weekdays generated roughly 60.000 trips per day.

During 2017 were an average of 40.714 trips done per day on the lines denoted in table 9.  By discarding
weekend trips, the average trips per day was 49.481 during 2017. One can denote that there were
more tap-ins made during week four 2018 than what was averaged for 2017, both per day and week.
A reason behind this can be explained by the monthly fluctuations of travel demand during 2017 as
seen in figure 16.

Figure 16 - Tap-ins per month 2017
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The demand for public transports is immensely decreased during the summer, when travellers are
more likely to be off  work or school. January had a demand slightly lower than the average month
2017. However, looking into the travel pattern of January a weekly increase is denoted with the first
week having a rather  low demand and the coming weeks having a steady increase. The reason is
probably due to the first week in the new year being associated with vacations from both work and
school. During week four and five the number of tap-ins is equivalent to the levels observed for week
four of 2018.

Next analysis involves which lines that are travelled throughout the year. For the convenience of the
reader the lines have been aggregated into seven groups based on certain characteristics. These
groups are given in Table 11.

Table 11 - Division of lines into groups based on different characteristics

GROUP LINES CHARACTERISTICS

1 2 Tram line 2

2 3 Tram line 3

3 40-46 Express bus to Finspång

4 70-75 Express bus to Linköpng

5 81 Commuter train

6 112-141 City bus

7 410-486 Regional bus

Figure 17 illustrates the distribution of tap-ins on the selected lines, aggregated as in table 11 for the
two data sets; 2017 and week 4 2018.
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Figure 17 - Ratio of travelled lines 2017

It can be concluded that the two data sets have a similar distribution of travelling on the different lines.
There is a slight increase for travelling made within the city area (using the tram and the inner-city bus
lines) during the fourth week 2018 compared with year 2017. However, by studying week 2-9 in 2017
it can be assumed that this difference lies in the seasonal variation as the distribution during these
weeks is more like the one observed week four 2018.

6.1.3 OD-estimation process

The OD-estimation process was carried out  as described in  Chapter  5.1.  Each day was treated in
isolation were each user was assumed to return to the first  tap-in of that  day, not  the first  tap-in of
next day as described by Chapleau & Trepanier (2007). With each day treated isolated an aggregated
and averaged weekday OD-matrix was calculated. The weekend trips were neglected in the OD-
estimation process, as these were concluded to follow another travel pattern (see figure 15). This
lowered the number of trips taken into consideration from 340.391 to 298.954.

The estimation process was carried out using MATLAB (R2017b). The sample size of each station and
line at each tour was rather small, making the statistical distribution of alighting station a weak
estimate of single-tap-ins. These were therefore discarded. The threshold distance parameter was set
to 2 km while the time transfer threshold was set to 45 minutes. The ratio of discarded trips due to the
distance between estimated alighting station and the station of the next tap-in being too long was
analyzed and is illustrated in figure 18. The orange mark represents the chosen threshold limit of 2km.
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Figure 18 - Ratio of discarded due to too long distance for different threshold values

A similar analysis was made for the transfer time analysis. Figure 19 illustrates the ratio of transfers
depending on different threshold values. The orange mark represents the chosen limit of 45 minutes.

Figure 19 - Ratio of transfers based on different threshold values
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6.1.4 OD-estimation results

Figure 20 illustrates the results of the OD-estimation procedure, showing the rate of success and
reasons for discarding data. The trip estimation process was successful in estimating the destination
for 80% of trips. This is in line, or even slightly better than the performance of previous studies. The
good performance likely relates to the rather generously set walking distance limit of 2km. Transfers,
which also are a part of the successful estimates made up 19% of the data set.

Figure 20 - OD-estimation results, potential reasons for discarding trips.

The main reason that the destination could not be estimated was that the card was only registered
once during that day (10%). The second most common reasons for discarding an estimate was that the
distance between the estimated alighting station and the next tap-in was more than the threshold
value of 2km (7%). Other reasons for neglecting tap-in data was faulty data (meaning difficulties in
matching tap-in data with the timetable) and the situation where the estimated origin was equal to
the estimated destination. The performance differed during the five days taken into consideration with
the Friday having more “single tap-ins” and more discarded trips due to a too long distance between
stations.

Since the model covers one day of travel demand and assumes that all travelers use the same transport
mode returning home, it generates a symmetrical demand matrix. This means that the demand from
origin i to destination j is the same as the demand going from j to i. Although the tap-in estimated data
assumes that passengers return home by the end of the day, the OD-demand is not as symmetrical. By
subtracting the transposed demand matrix of tap-in data from the original the absolute difference
between both directions for each od-pair is generated. Though there are od-pairs which are
“asymmetric”, it can be concluded that 99,1 % of all OD-pairs have an absolute difference of less than
10 tap-ins between demand from origin i to destination j and from origin j to destination i. By discarding
the zero-matrices the symmetry-test  of  ten units is valid for  97.6% of  OD-pairs. This highlights the
symmetry in the daily commuter travel patterns.
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6.2 The travel demand model of Norrköping

The current travel demand model of Norrköping is implemented in VISUM and is based on the
traditional four-step model, as described in Chapter 2.2. It has an iterative process between the third
and fourth step and has been calibrated via two travel surveys conducted in 2010 (by Trivector) and
2014 (by Östgötatrafiken/CMA Research). The sample size of the two surveys were 5.800 and 5.535
individuals with response rates of 42 respectively 40 percent.

Four different travel modes are taken into consideration in the model; walk, bike, private car and public
transports. The output of the multinomial mode choice of the model has been validated through traffic
counts (for pedestrians, bicyclists and cars) and tap-in counts of entries of passengers at stops (public
transports). Furthermore, it can be highlighted that the model currently is not able to handle
multimodal trips, meaning trips conducted with several different transport modes. An exception for
this is made for some bicycle and walking connections to public transport stops (SWECO, 2017).

Trams and buses are not separated in the mode choice but clustered into the mode alternative “public
transports”. They are differentiated in the trip assignment step were a “track-factor” is added to
reduce the experienced cost of travelling with the tram. Further has the cost of transferring at the
larger transfer stations been adjusted to better reflect their assumed attractiveness as a transfer point
(SWECO, 2017).

In the model the municipality-region of Norrköping is divided into 147 TAZ-zones, illustrated in figure
21. Apart from the zones within the municipality borders are 21 external zones also included in the
model. These zones relate to the external trips made to and from the municipality. The TAZ-division is
based on what is known as key-code-areas (“NYKO-områden”), a Swedish national division of areas
made for statistical analysis of finer degree than entire regions, municipalities or cities.

Figure 21 - The 147 TAZ-zones of Norrköping and the stations in VISUM
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Figure 22 highlights the general structure of the model which contains three modules run separately
in the specific order; car – public transports – walk/bike. Of the three modules is the car module the
most substantial taking the longest time to run as it contains all steps of the four-step model. It iterates
between the trip assignment step loading car-trips onto the network and the mode choice until a
convergence criterion is met. The other transport modes are loaded onto the network as a part of their
respective modules.

Figure 22 – General structure of the travel demand model of Norrköping

The steps prior to the mode choice; the trip production and trip distribution, allocates demand from
origins to destinations for all 187 zones. As previously stressed is the purpose of the mode choice to
distribute trips amongst the available transport modes. It can be a good reminder that the model in
Norrköping is not able to handle multimodal trips (trips with different transport modes) but only bike
and walk connections to public transport stations. Figure 23 illustrates the iterative process containing
both the mode-choice and trip assignment step (marked blue).
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Trip assignment (Walk/Bike) Using demand matrices generated in both I (for walk/bike-
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Trip assignment (public transports) Using public transport demand matrix
generated in I.
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Figure 23 - The iterative process of the mode choice of the travel demand model in Norrköping

The mode choice begins by loading input data and calculating the utility per transport mode
alternative. The utility generates choice probabilities for each transport mode for each OD-pair. The
demand from the trip distribution step is distributed for the different transport mode alternatives
based on these choice probabilities. These three procedures; loading input data, calculating the utility
and loading new demand matrices based on the choice probabilities are further described below.

· Loading input data

Initially the model loads input-data such as travel time- and distance-matrices for all transport modes.
Since the mode choice is a part of an iterative process along with the fourth trip assignment step will
later iterations load updated travel times generated in the previous iteration. Besides this type of data
is statistics connected to the attributes of each zone loaded. Last of all are the Logit parameters, which
have been estimated trough the statistical tool STATA and the travel surveys, loaded into the model.

· Utility function

Next step of the mode choice involves the utility function. The utility function is structured in a way to
first consider the utility connected to parameters related to each transport mode and trip purpose.
These parameters are specific for each mode. The trip purposes are divided into the following; working,
purchasing, spare time and other errands. An example of the utility function for public transports work-
trips going from origin i to destination j is seen below.

戟沈,珍,椎痛,栂痛 = 決結建欠[喧建,拳建怠] ∗ 建件兼結沈津塚勅朕沈頂鎮勅 + 決結建欠[喧建,拳建態] ∗ 建件兼結栂銚沈痛沈津直鎚痛墜椎怠 + 決結建欠[喧建,拳建戴] ∗建件兼結痛追銚津鎚沈痛
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In the second step of the utility function consideration is taken to the utility connected to the socio-
economic attributes of individuals, these general parameters are featured in all transport modes. The
parameters included in the model is seen in table 12. The Logit parameters weighs the value of the
parameters included in the function.

Table 12 - Parameters included in the utility function of the travel demand model in Norrköping

TRANSPORT MODE MODE SPECIFIC PARAMETERS GENERAL PARAMETERS

PUBLIC
TRANSPORTS

In vehicle time, first waiting time, transfer
time

Car possession, driving
license possession, working,

income, sex, educational
level and age

CYCLING Travel time, distance (logarithm)

WALKING Distance, distance (logarithm)

CAR Travel time, distance (Box-Cox), distance
(logarithm)

· Probability distribution and loading new matrices

With the utilities from the functions above each mode alternative obtains a probability distribution for
each od-pair. Given the probability distribution the demand from the trip distribution step is
distributed amongst the certain mode alternatives of each OD-pair. The demand-matrix from the trip
distribution step is now allocated on four OD-demand matrices, one for each transport mode. With
new matrices being loaded, the model has executed the mode-choice step and continues to the trip
assignment. This step loads the demand for car-trips onto the network reaching a state of equilibrium.
The final part compares the output with previous outputs to find out if a convergence criterion is met,
meaning that the difference between two iterations is smaller than a threshold value. If the criterion
is not met the model returns to the mode choice step and iteratively loop through the process until
convergence is reached or until a maximum number of iterations has been executed.

For the other modes is this executed in the other modules using other optimization features. While
the assignment of bike and walk trips is executed using a stochastic assignment model is the public
transport assignment executed a similar equilibrium-state as the car trips but using other type of costs
(perceived travel times). For public transports is the experienced travel time equal to the sum of the
in-vehicle time, the double connecting time, the double transfer time and a five-minute punishment
for transfers (SWECO, 2017).

6.3 Allocating demand from stations to zones

In Chapter 5.2 it was concluded that the tap-in demand data must be converted both by quantity and
from station to zone-level for the tap-in data to be integrated in a straightforward manner. Since
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Östgötatrafiken do not have complete information of the penetration rate of their smartcard
“Östgötakortet” , was the tap-in estimated OD-demand scaled to fit the quantity of trips generated by
the model. Further does the model contain not only trips executed by Östgötatrafiken, a range of
external trips generated long-distance buses and trains run other operators are also included. As this
thesis is delimited to data from Östgötatrafiken a general scaling factor for all trips does not generate
a representative total demand for these external trips. Neither can a general scaling factor be used
only for external trips as some of  these external zones are visited by some operators, while others
aren’t. Therefore, will these external trips not be included in the integration process.

In total were 22.898 daily internal trips inferred by the tap-in data. The demand model generated
33.651 trips on these internal zones, hence, a scaling factor of  1.47 was used to re-scale the tap-in
data. The tap-in demand was allocated to zones using the method described in Chapter 5.2.4. Three
levels of coverage area with the assumed walkable transfer-radius of 250, 500 and 1000 meters were
assumed for all stations. The demand was allocated based on the maximum of produced or attracted
trip to/ from the zones. An example of the allocation process from the perspective of the station “Borgs
Kyrka” is highlighted below.

Example: Borgs Kyrka generated an average of 6 trips/day for the fourth week of January 2018. These
trips are now to be allocated to the zones within the coverage area of  the station, as illustrated in
figure 24. Four  zones (4191, 4192, 4125, 4124) are included in the largest  coverage area, having a
radius of 1000 meters from the station.

Figure 24 - The three levels of coverage area for "Borgs Kyrka".

The ratio of  area of  each zone in each coverage area is seen in table 13 along with the number of
produced and generated trips in the four zones.
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Table 13 - Area and produced/attracted trips in the example

ZONE
Area
(m2)

Ratio of
coverage area

Maximum of produced/ attracted
[produced, attracted] trips

Ratio of
allocated
demand

Coverage area – 250m radius

4191 84868 43% 1146 [1146, 773] 70%

4192 111353 57% 369 [232, 369] 30%

Coverage area – 500m radius

4191 371258 47% 1146 [1146, 773] 74%

4192 413624 53% 369 [232, 369] 26%

Coverage area – 1000m radius

4124 1256 0% 3253 [3253, 663] 0%

4125 44367 1% 361 [0, 361] 1%

4191 1561294 50% 1146 [1146, 773] 75%

4192 1532609 49% 369 [232, 369] 24%

The three coverage areas were weighted 0,7-0,2-0,1 making the distribution of demand allocated to
the four zones equal to the following: 4124 – 0,02%, 4125 – 0,07%, 4191 – 71,48% and 4192 – 28,44%.
The three levels of coverage area were weighted the same for all stations except for stations of more
hub-like character (“Norrköping resecentrum”, “Söder tull” and “Norr tull”) where the trips were
allocated in a more dispersal manner (0 – 0,6 – 0,4). With this procedure were all zones connected to
at least one station, making it possible to travel to all zones in the network.

As described in Chapter 5.2.5, by running the public transport module in VISUM (which only considers
the trip assignment step for public transports) with the zone-level tap-in data, the allocation procedure
was validated. Ideally would the output of the trip assignment not differ too much on
boarding/alighting per line and station as what was estimated originally by the tap-in data. Figure 25
highlights the volume (previous volume + boarding - alighting) for each station on line 115 in the
direction from Vrinnevisjukhuset to Norrledens vändplan for the two data sets. The blue bars represent
the scaled tap-in data isolated while the orange represents what the model re-generated having used
the allocation process described above.
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Figure 25 – Comparing the scaled tap-in data isolated and the model output ran with only tap-in data

It can be noted that the model, based on the zone-level tap-in data do not re-generate the tap-in data
per station, especially during the second half of the route. The tap-in data on station-level has a more
evenly distributed volume than what the model re-produces. This partly relates to the very generic
allocation process where the demand from a station is independent of the allocation of demand from
other stations on the route. Ideally would demand be allocated in such a way that the demand to a
station is decreased if there is another station on the same route closer to the zone. Another major
reason behind the difference is that the model is only impacted on zone-level, meaning that the control
over the station-level impact is lost.

In the first set of results in Chapter 7 is the “model only tap-in” data set used to compare the impact
of the tap-in data in the model performance. This gives a distinct interpretation of the results as this is
what is integrated in the model. The station-level tap-in data is later used in the other set of results to
validate if the change in model performance was the desired or not.
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6.4 Integrating tap-in data in the travel demand model of Norrköping

The integration of tap-in data in the model follows the method mentioned as the “demand matrix
approach” described in Chapter 5.3.2. It is integrated in the iterative process between the mode choice
and trip assignment for car trips as illustrated by the blue charts in figure 26.

Figure 26 - Integrating procedure in the travel demand model of Norrköping

An important feature of the integrating procedure described in Chapter 5.3.2 relates to the weight put
in the tap-in data. This parameter, having the value between 0 and 1, where a higher value put more
trust in the tap-in data is once again denoted as gamma. The parameter was assigned the value of 0,5
in this integration procedure. It is challenging to give a good estimate off the parameter since there
are unquantified features of uncertainty both in the process of estimating tap-in data and the process
of allocating demand from stations to zones. A higher weight obviously draws the model output
towards the tap-in data, but since there are levels of uncertainty in the estimation procedure will it
not be desired to consider the tap-in data as the “truth” making a trade-off between the model and
the tap-in data the natural decision.

Due to the iterative structure of the model might the integrating procedure, despite being
straightforward not necessarily lead to straightforward results, as stressed in Chapter 5.4. As the
procedure changes the OD-matrix for car-trips the state of congestion in the trip assignment for these
trips is also changed. Effecting the congestion leads to impacts on travel times in the next iteration
which in turn have effects on the mode choice distribution made by the model.
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7 Results - Model performance

Given the procedure described in Chapter 5.3 put in the context of Chapter 6.4 the following chapter
describes the impact in model-performance by the integration of tap-in data in the travel demand
model of Norrköping.

The effects are illustrated in charts, tables and trough different statistical GIS-features from VISUM
and the open source GIS-software Q-GIS. The target of the procedure is that the integration of tap-in
data effects the model in such a way that the public transport demand is drawn towards the tap-in
data, but that the performance is not worsened for other modes.

 The following outputs are examined:

I. General impact on all transport modes
II. General impact on public transport demand for all zones
III. Impact on public transport demand from one zone to all other zones
IV. Impact on stations, for a specific public transport line
V. Impact on link flows for public transports and cars
VI. Validation of results for public transports
VII. Validation of results for other transport modes using link counts

From the following perspectives:

· Tap-in data
· The model run without  tap-in data integrated

· The model run with  tap-in data integrated

Two versions of the tap-in data are used in this chapter. Relating to Chapter 6.3 is the tap-in data in
output I-V representing what the model has re-produced in the public transport trip-assignment step
using only zone-level allocated tap-in demand as input. This gives a more distinct interpretation of the
effects in model-performance than the station-level tap-in demand in the state prior to the process of
allocating demand to zones. The station-level tap-in demand is instead used in step VI as a method of
validating the impact for public transports. This is illustrated in figure 27 where the blue circles
represent the data compared in VI and the red circles the data compared in I-V.
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Figure 27 - Red marks are compared in output I-V while the blue marks are compared in VI.

7.1 General impact on all transport modes

The first range of results involves the impact on all transport modes in an aggregated approach.
Despite that the quantity of tap-in demand was re-scaled, the integration of tap-in data reduced the
total amount of public transport trips with 3,78% (see figure 28).

Figure 28 - Difference in total number of trips for all transport modes by the integration of tap-in data
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The reason for the decreased public transport demand, is different for different OD-pairs. In some
cases, the reason is simply a low number of tap-ins. In other zones the reason relates to the general
method of allocating demand to zones. Since tap-in data is only re-distributing demand for each OD-
pair the maximal change is not the demand estimated by the tap-in data, but the demand generated
in the trip-distribution step. table 14 exemplifies the problem highlighted for two OD-pairs.

Table 14 - The effect on total demand of trips/day for two different OD-pairs depending on their total demand

OD-pair Total demand by
model (All modes)

Public transport
demand by model

Tap-in
demand

New public
transport demand

Increase

1 200 80 20 58 -22

2 70 20 80 35 +15

Total 250 100 100 93 -7

Despite that the absolute difference between the demand by the model and the demand by the tap-
in data was 60 for both OD-pairs was the impact lower for the OD-pair with a lower total demand. To
conclude; OD-pairs with an increased demand does not compensate for OD-pairs with a decreased
demand if the larger number of tap-ins happens to be allocated to a zone with a low public transport
demand generated in the trip distribution step of the model.

7.2 General impact on public transport demand for all zones

Figure 29 and figure 30 illustrates on which zones that the demand decreased (red zones) and
increased (blue zones) for the inner city respectively the whole municipality. A darker shade means
that the absolute difference between the two was more than 50 trips while white zones represent a
difference of less than five trips between the two compared matrices.

Figure 29 - Impact public transport trips: Inner city area; blue zones increased demand, red zones decreased.
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The fact  that  most  travelers transitioned from public transports to travel on foot  is in line with the
decrease being located to the central parts of  the city where the short  distance makes walk trips a
feasible alternative. Further, that there are zones in the inner-city area that increased while
surrounding zones decreased substantially is an indication that the method used of allocating demand
had room for improvement in the densely populated inner-city area.

Figure 30 - Impact public transport trips: Municipality region; blue zones increased demand, red zones decreased

In the larger network representing the whole municipality the zones are much larger causing the
sensitivity to the allocation procedure to decrease. The changes here are more likely to relate to a low
number of tap-ins, which is desired.

7.3 Impact on public transport demand from one zone to all other zones

Here the impact of the public transport demand on a specific zone is considered. Zone 1113 was
arbitrarily chosen for the purpose. Figure 31 displays the impact on the public transport demand
generated from zone 1113 to all other zones.

The blue line represents the difference between the tap-in data and the model without tap-in data
while the orange line represents the difference between the tap-in data and the model with tap-in
data. One can denote that the orange line to be a trade-off between the model-estimate and the tap-
in reference.
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Figure 31 - Impact on public transport demand from zone 1113 to all other zones

Figure 32 illustrates the same difference as above but illustrated on two maps over the inner-city area.
The left figure illustrates the difference between tap-in data and the model without tap-in data while
the right figure illustrates the difference between model with tap-in data and the model without. Red
zones have a lower demand generated by the model without tap-in data while blue zones have a higher
demand from the same. A darker shade means that the difference between the two was larger than
50 trips. White zones represent zones with a difference of less than five trips. The green zone
represents the studied origin-zone (1113).

Figure 32 – Impact on public transport demand from zone 1113 to other zones in the inner-city area.

Ideally would the two figures above be similar, while they are, one can denote the expected outcome
that the difference is larger on the left figure showing tap-ins in isolation. As stressed earlier the
decreased zones seems to be somewhat allocated to the inner-city area.
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7.4 Impact on stations, for a specific public transport line

The next set of result illustrates the difference on a specific line in the public transport network. The
results compare the distribution of boarding, alighting and a combination of the two illustrating the
volume between stations. Bus line 115 (in the direction from Vrinnevisjukhuset to Norrledens
vändplats) was arbitrary chosen for the purpose. Figure 33 illustrates the difference in boarding per
station for the line. The grey line represents the tap-in data and the orange/blue bars represents the
model outputs without and with tap-in data. The expected result is that the grey line impacts the blue
bar depending on the relation between the grey line and the orange bar.

Figure 33 - Impact of tap-in data in number of boarding per station on bus line 115

The impact can be concluded to be the desired for most stations along the route. One can also denote
the expected travel pattern that most passengers boards the vehicle during the first half of the route.
Figure 34 consider the number of alighting per station on the same line in the same direction. Once
again, the tap-ins effect the model in such a way that the model approaches the tap-ins (the blue bar
is drawn toward the grey line). As expected are most passengers leaving the vehicle during the second
half of the route.
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Figure 34 - Impact of tap-in data in number of alighting per station on bus line 115.

Figure 35 merges the two figures above to illustrate the volume between stations. The volume is the
difference between the alighting level and the boarding level at each station. The tap-in data affects
the model in such a way that the model approaches the tap-in data in the latter part of the route.

Figure 35 - Impact of tap-in data in volume between stations on bus line 115.
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7.5 Impact on link flows for public transports and cars

This section of the results is focused to examine the effect on link flows for public transports and cars.
Featured as a tool in VISUM can link-flows be compared and illustrated in pedagogical way.

7.5.1 Public transport

Figure 36 illustrates the difference between the model without tap-in data and the tap-in data while
figure 37 illustrates the difference between the two model outputs (with and without tap-in data).
Green links have a lower public transport demand generated by the model without tap-in data while
red links have a higher. Ideally would the model be affected by the tap-ins in such a way that the two
resemble each other. Denote that the figures use two different scales to represent link flows.

Figure 36 – Link flow difference between tap-in data and the model without tap-in data

Figure 37 - Link flow difference between model with tap-in data and the model without tap-in data
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It is noted that the demand increased on most links in the network due to the integration of tap-in
data. This might seem counterintuitive to the fact that the matrix demand for public transport
decreased. However, demand changes on link flow and matrix level do not go hand in hand. A demand
change for an OD-pair that covers a longer distance affects more links than changes between two
neighboring zones. The reason why the link flow increased in the network was that the decreased
demand was more spread out from the inner-city area while the increased demand was more
concentrated to zones connected with the first  and last  station of the tram lines (see figure 38). As
noted were all these zones increased by the integration of tap-in data. As the tram lines pass through
the city area this leads to an increase on many of the links in the network.

Figure 38  - The red circles represents zones including the first/ last stop of the tram lines.

7.5.2 Car

As denoted earlier was the demand of car trips increased by the integration of tap-in data. This fact is
further highlighted in figure 39 where the difference between the models with and without tap-in data
is denoted. Green links represent an increase in demand as an effect of the integration.

Figure 39 - Car link flow differences between model with and model without tap-in data
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7.6 Validation of results for public transports

Having denoted the impact of the integration process in numerous outputs it can be concluded that
the model is affected in a rather straightforward manner by the integration of tap-in data. However,
as the allocation of demand from stations to zones involves features of uncertainty it is also important
to validate if the model was improved or not by comparing the outputs with the “ truth”, the station-
level tap-in data. Figure 40 illustrates a regression-analysis on boarding/station for all lines.

Figure 40 - Regression analysis of boarding/station, aggregated approach with all lines

As denoted in the figure the correlation coefficient, the R2-value,was increased by the integration of
tap-in data. With the increased R2-value it can be concluded that the model in this aspect was
improved. Previously has the model only been validated against “entry-only” tap-ins at stations
aggregated per zone. Since the destination of public transport trips have been inferred can the model
output now be compared with the tap-in data also against alighting per station. Figure 41 illustrates a
regression-analysis of alighting per station for all lines.
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Figure 41 - Regression analysis of alighting/station, aggregated approach with all lines

As the R2-value also increased in this perspective it is concluded that, in an aggregated approach, the
model performance was enhanced by the integration of tap-in data.

Figure 42 illustrates a similar output as above, an aggregated sum of boarding/station for all lines but
gives a better illustration of the impact on specific stations. For the convenience of the reader is only
a sample of stations shown. The orange bar represents the model without tap-in data and the blue the
one with. These are compared against the grey line which represent the tap-in data reference, meaning
simply; the re-scaled number of tap-ins per station made during the fourth week of 2018.

Figure 42 - Validation against boarding/station for all lines in the network.
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The effect was the desired for most, but not all stations. 57% of the stations had the desired effect for
both boarding and alighting. A number that was larger for stations with more demand, of the 20 most
visited stations was the figure 76% (boarding) respectively 80% (alighting). Figure 43 illustrates the
station in the inner-city area where blue stations had the desired effect for both boarding and alighting
(approached the tap-in data) while the opposite effect was observed at red zones. Stations that did
not have the same effect for boarding/alighting are represented by the white stations.

Figure 43 - Validation of effect per station in the inner-city area

There are multiple reasons why the effect was not always the desired. For one, given the integration
method executed was the demand changed on zone-level, not on station level. Hence the allocation
of demand from stations to zones plays an important role. Further, as highlighted in Chapter 5.4 when
the demand is changing for public transports in one OD-pair, the altered states of congestion impacts
the distribution of modes (including public transports) for other OD-pairs which might lead to some
counterintuitive results.

7.7 Validation of results for other transport modes using link counts

In line with the third research question of the thesis, relating to the impact on other transport modes,
is the effect on these examined. During the autumn of 2015 have automatic traffic counts been
executed on designated locations in and around the city. These traffic counts are used in this final set
of results to evaluate the impact on model performance on the three alternative transport modes
different than public transports.
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7.7.1 Car

Traffic counts for car traffic are featured on six bridges in and around Norrköping. Table 15 display
these traffic counts and the model output with and without the implementation of tap-in data. It can
be denoted that the impact is the desired on four of six traffic count locations.

Table 15 - Impact on model performance - car traffic validated against traffic counts.

LOCATION
TRAFFIC COUNT
(FLOW PER DAY)

MODEL W/ O
TAP-IN

DESIRED
IMPACT

MODEL
WITH

TAP-IN
IMPACT

E4 23 340 21 416 + 21 379 -

RIKSVÄGEN 29 124 32 848 - 32 535 -

KUNGSGATAN 12 588 11 991 + 12 092 +

GAMLEBRO 4 522 5 175 - 5 298 +

SALTÄNGSBRON 7 527 9 172 - 9 111 -

HAMNBRON 28 646 23 238 + 23 447 +

7.7.2 Walk

In relation to traffic counts the model previously performed worse for walk and bike compared with
car trips. This is believed to relate to several facts; one such is that the traffic counts were executed
during a time of the season (November) when the cold climate limits the number of walk and bike-
trips.

Table 16 display the impact on walk-trips on designated locations. The impact of the integration
procedure was the desired on five out of the seven traffic count locations.

Table 16 - Impact on model performance - walk trips validated against traffic counts.

LOCATION
TRAFFIC COUNT
(FLOW PER DAY)

MODEL W/ O
TAP-IN

DESIRED
IMPACT

MODEL
WITH

TAP-IN
IMPACT

DRAGSBRON 2164 2382 - 2137 -

KUNGSGATAN 3952 6156 - 6117 -

GAMLEBRO 3394 959 + 928 -

SPÅNGEN 3014 5327 - 4975 -

SALTÄNGSBRON 5016 4924 + 4754 -

TULLHUSBRON 804 327 + 329 +

HAMNBRON 518 1239 - 1218 -
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7.7.3 Bike

Table 17 display the impact on bike-trips on the designated locations. The desired impact was denoted
on all but one location.

Table 17 - Impact on model performance - bike trips validated against traffic counts.

LOCATION
TRAFFIC COUNT
(FLOW PER DAY)

MODEL W/ O
TAP-IN

DESIRED
IMPACT

MODEL
WITH
TAP-IN

IMPACT

DRAGSBRON 226 903 - 908 +

KUNGSGATAN 1380 3190 - 3147 -

GAMLEBRO 894 4528 - 4444 -

SPÅNGEN 774 1316 - 1295 -

SALTÄNGSBRON 961 2137 - 2078 -

TULLHUSBRON 314 352 - 350 -

HAMNBRON 342 991 - 971 -

In general, the total number of walk and bike trips on the designated links decreased by the integration
of tap-in data in the model. This might seem counterintuitive to the fact that both the walk and bike
demand was increased by the integration of tap-in data (see figure 28). The explanation behind the
decreased flow for these modes lies in the decreased public transport trips. A consequence of these
trips being decreased is that it also decreases the connecting walk and bike trips to public transport
stations. These connecting trips were decreased with 310 bike trips (from 4770 to 4460) respectively
3105 walk-trips (from 75731 to 72626) due to the integration of tap-in data.
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8 Discussion

The results obtained in Chapter 7 by the methods described in Chapter 5 are discussed in this Chapter.

The methods used in the following three procedures are discussed;

· The tap-in data destination estimation

· The allocation of tap-in data demand from stations to zones
· The integration of the tap-in data in the travel demand model

First, it can be concluded that all methods include parameters that have a large impact on the overall
performance, parameters that in the process of the thesis has been somewhat arbitrary set. This, and
other potential improvement or alternative methods are discussed in the following section.

8.1 Tap-in destination estimation method

The method used to estimate the destination of tap-in data followed the travel behavioral assumptions
established in previous studies. Having a data set with unique tours for each line in a certain moment
in time did the matching procedure more straightforward as it was more evident which route that was
travelled on when. The tap-in data estimation procedure was successful in estimating 80% of trips,
which is similar or slightly better than previous studies. A factor behind the good success rate of the
performance is relating to the rather generously set  walking distance threshold of 2km. Further the
procedure used a rather generously set transfer time threshold of 45 minutes, causing a relatively large
portion of trips to be considered as transfers.

An alternative, seemingly more intelligent, approach could be use more dynamic threshold values for
walking distance/ transfer times. These thresholds would in such a case be depending on different
factors. As highlighted by Munizaga et al. (2014) is the walking distance for instance likely to depend
on factors such as weather or individual preferences. To include weather factors would likely be
simpler than to connect the card with individual attributes. But since the effect of these factors for the
tolerated walking distance between stations is currently not known a dynamic approach was not
considered in the scope of this thesis. Further, it  is likely that some errands are short. Someone with
good access to public transports might take a tram for a short trip just to go to the shop to buy groceries
and return on the next tram just a short while later. Therefore it is more realistic to also use a dynamic
transfer time threshold depending on the length of the trip where a shorter trip has a shorter transfer
time threshold while a longer is tolerated for longer trips.

To validate the estimations made requires users to tap their card twice, also upon alighting the vehicle,
not just while boarding. As this is currently not the case it is hard to examine the quality of estimates
in this specific case study. But by considering the promising results obtained by previous studies it can
at least be assumed that the estimates are somewhat accurate. By examining the estimate for specific
lines, a hint of the performance was achieved. It could be concluded that the estimates at least seem
reasonable where most travelers board the vehicle in the beginning of the routes and alight at the end
of the same.
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8.2 Allocation of tap-in data demand from station to zones

A fundamental feature of the thesis relates to the allocation of tap-in demand from stations to zones.
This process assures that the tap-in data is homogenized with the model and enables the
straightforward integration of tap-in data in the model. In the thesis was a method used that
considered a three-level coverage area on each station. Demand was allocated based on the maximum
of produced and attracted trips in each zone with the intersected area of the zone in the specific level
of the coverage area also taken into consideration.

By running the tap-in demand on zone-level in the model it was shown that the model did not re-
generate the demand on station-level that was estimated by the tap-ins originally. Even though it is
undesired to replicate the model 100% the difference shows that there might be room for
improvement in the allocation process. A general approach was executed where all stations except
three were scaled using the same weight for the different coverage area levels. Potentially could a
more adaptive procedure be executed which consider other stations on the same route in the
allocation process.

Figure 44 illustrates the link flows using a more dispersal  set  weight  in the different  levels of  the
coverage area, weighing the three levels with: 0.4-0.4-0.2.

Figure 44 - Illustrating the difference between the weight put on the different coverage area levels.

In comparison with the weights chosen previously is the link flow difference in figure 44 above
substantial. This highlights how sensitive the performance of the integration of tap-in data is to
changes in the allocation procedure.
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8.3 Integration of tap-in data in the travel demand model

It was concluded that the first method suggested, “ the utility approach”, was unsuitable. The problem
with the method related to the fact that a changed utility has different effect on different choice
probabilities. The consequence of this was that the tap-in data had different effect on model
performance depending on different choice probabilities. Logically would the trust in the tap-in
estimate be the same for all OD-pairs.

The procedure that was used, “the demand matrix approach”, might be considered rather simple or
naïve as it only changed the output of the model by integrating it with tap-in data. However, due to
the construction of the model was the output not changed in an entirely straightforward manner. As
the model in the case study was constructed with an iterative process between the third and fourth
step the altered states of congestion led to effects in the distribution of modes, including public
transports, also for the next iteration.

A drawback with the method is that it has an arbitrary set parameter connected to the level of trust
put in tap-in data. This parameter is hard to give a good estimate to since there are unquantified
features of uncertainty both in the process of estimating tap-in data and more importantly in the
process of allocating demand from stations to zones. A higher weight obviously draws the model
output towards the tap-in data, but due to the uncertainty it is not desired to consider the tap-in data
as the “truth”, making a trade-off between the model and the tap-in data the natural decision.

Another drawback in the method used is that demand is allocated to and from the more popular
transport mode in the OD-pair. This very general assumption might not be ideal leaving room for
further improvement.

The chosen integration method is changing the output of the model, not the behavior of it. An
alternative method which would calibrate the model rather than improving the output is briefly
presented below:

· Target: Changing the behavior of the model in such a way that the output is closer to the tap-
in data.

· Method: Re-estimating the Logit parameters by taking the tap-in data matrix into
consideration along with travel surveys in the objective function of the Logit estimation
process.

The process of estimating Logit parameters serves the purpose of replicating the behavior observed.
This observed reality has previously only been travel surveys meaning that Logit estimation process
only takes travel  survey into  consideration when estimating the value of  Logit  parameters in  the
statistical tool STATA. An alternative procedure would also take the tap-in demand into consideration
in this process. As the statistical tools used for this procedure is somewhat limited to Logit estimations
would this method likely demand an alternative software to be used. The above suggested method,
adding the tap-in data in the Logit estimation process would require a rather complex alternative
structured model with an iterative process possible including the trip distribution step – the mode
choice – the Logit estimation and the trip assignment.
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9 Conclusion

As a final chapter of the thesis, this chapter answers the research questions initially raised and gives
suggestions for future work.

9.1 Research answers

Ø How can the mode choice of the travel demand model of Norrköping be improved by using
public transport tap-in data?

The thesis has showed one way of integrating “entry-only” tap-in data in a travel demand model. To
conclude, the following four steps were carried out to execute the target:

· Estimating the alighting station of “entry-only” tap-in data

· Allocating tap-in data demand from stations to TAZ-zones

· Integrating zone-level demand from tap-in data in a travel demand model
· Evaluating model performance

The integration procedure was carried out in a rather straightforward manner, where the output of
the mode choice step was transformed in such a way that the model output was closer to the tap-in
estimate. Throughout the thesis was also another method, “ the utility approach” – considered. It was
shown that the method had weaknesses making it unsuitable for the integration task.

As shown in the validation step was the performance of the model improved by the introduction of
tap-in data.  The observed results showed the expected effect, that the distribution of public transport
trips approached the tap-in data. Adding more information, it makes sense that the model behaves
more like reality,  which is the target  of  the model.  However,  partly due to  the generic allocation
procedure, partly due to the lack of control on demand on station level was the effect in this
perspective not always the desired.

One could argue that the method used improved the performance of the mode choice step, not the
mode choice step itself. An alternative implementation procedure was briefly discussed in Chapter 8.3.
Though this more complex method was not substantially reconsidered it is expected that the method
would influence the model in a more pristine way where the behavior of the model is changed, not
the output of it. However, though this method is elegant and complex it does not necessarily mean
that the result of the method would be as straightforward as with the method used in this thesis. But,
modeling and real-time analysis are two different things. The alternative procedure would achieve the
target of changing the behavior of the model rather than the output of it, which is desired in a context
where infrastructural investments are to be evaluated. In such a context would the method suggested
in the current thesis, that only changes the output of the model, likely be less efficient as information
of future tap-in is not present.
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Ø What are the effects in model quality from the perspective of all mode alternatives by using
tap-in data?

To fully grasp the concept of “quality” for a model, the “truth” must be known. Unfortunately, the
“truth” is what is pursued in the construction of the model and therefor the “quality” can only be
estimated based on other types of validation procedures. Previously has these validation procedures
been executed based on traffic counts on designated links (for cars, pedestrians and bicyclists) and
tap-ins (for boarding on public transport stations).

As highlighted in Chapter 7.6 the impact on other transport modes was in general positive. Though the
control over the changes for other transport modes was low were most of the traffic counts (15 of 20)
affected in the desired way for these other modes.

From the perspective of public transports has the process of estimating the alighting station of tap-in
data enabled a more comprehensive tool for validation than the previously used “boarding-only”
statistics. Having the connection between origins and destinations are however of limited usage in a
validation procedure in a model of macroscopic kind. Therefore, is the validation limited to the
aggregated approach comparing the number of boarding or alighting per station from the model with
the estimate. The regression-analysis showed that the model was influenced in a desired way both for
boarding and alighting per station. It can be concluded that the effects in model quality in general were
small but positive from the perspective of all mode alternatives by the integration of tap-in data.

Ø What potential benefits exists from using tap-in data in a travel demand modeling context?

Although generating an OD-matrix of the real-time traffic condition, which the tap-in estimation does,
shows what a model tries to estimate, it does not make modeling redundant. Modeling serves another
purpose than real-time analysis; foreseeing future traffic conditions and how these are affected by
alternative infrastructural investments. In this context there are numerous potential benefits with
using tap-in data as input to models.

To be able to understand the potential benefit of using tap-in data in a travel demand modeling the
general differences between tap-in data and the currently used alternative - travel surveys have been
summarized in table 18.

Table 18 – General difference between tap-in data and travel surveys as input to travel demand models

Type of data Tap-in data Travel surveys

Transport mode Only public transports All transport modes

Ratio of users A major sample A minor sample

Time of data collection Continuous Intermittent
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Burden on respondent Low High

Trust in data High Low

Cost Low High

Individual attributes No Yes

Full trip chain No Yes

Based on the differences described in table 18 it can be concluded that the tap-in data possess several
benefits solving solutions for problems highlighted with travel surveys (that they are expensive,
represent a sample of time/population and put a lot of pressure on the respondent who might respond
doubtfully).

The four-step model described in Chapter 2.2 is constructed in a way where the attributes of the trip-
maker, trip and transport mode plays a fundamental role. The individual demographic attributes of the
trip-makers are in general not seized by tap-in data. Some applications use a discounted fare for
individuals with certain attributes (youths, students, seniors etc.), having the potential of giving at least
some information of trip-makers, but the depth of attribute information received from surveys are not
captured. This fact, and the fact that tap-in data only covers one transport mode leads to the
consequence that travel demand models, structured as the one in Norrköping, are still relying on travel
surveys or equivalent alternatives as input for the models.

How travelers respond to the attributes of the different transport modes, or at least the public
transports, is easier to infer by tap-in data than the individual attributes. Analytical questions such as
walking distances between stations, waiting times, transfer analysis, and fill rates in vehicles are
immensely valuable information that can be inferred by using the method in this thesis for estimating
the alighting stations of the cheap, continuous and quantitative tap-in data. Instead of relying on travel
survey data to estimate the Logit parameters for understanding how sensitive travelers are to, for
instance, travel time changes could these potentially also be estimated via the assistance of tap-in
data.

9.2 Suggested future work

This thesis has highlighted how data from a “entry-only” smartcard public transport system can be
used to enhance the performance of a travel demand model. Though there is room for fine-tuning of
several of the procedures executed has the thesis shown a method for using the cheap, automatic and
continuously collected tap-in data as a way of improving a travel demand model.

There is a potential for future work in all procedures executed in the scope of this thesis. Examining
the threshold values (for walking distance and transfer time) assumed for the OD-estimation
procedure or finding a more adaptive allocation procedure taking into consideration other stations on
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the same route are both causes for relevant future work. However, perhaps more importantly is the
potential in finding alternative methods of integration tap-in data.

One alternative implementation procedure suggested for future work would be to calibrate the model
by changing the estimation of Logit parameters as described in Chapter 8.3. This would demand a
rather complex procedure where the Logit parameters are changed in an iterative process of the four-
step model (see figure 45). One of the many complex tasks of this method would be to integrate the
Logit  estimation  procedure with  tap-in  data in  a traffic model  that  is also  able to  execute a trip
assignment step. The method would achieve the target of changing the behavior of the model rather
than the output of it, which is desired in a context where infrastructural investments are to be
evaluated. In such a context would the method used in this thesis, that only changes the output of the
model, likely be less accurate.

Figure 45 - Suggestion of alternative implementation of tap-in data

Tap-in data while being restricted to improve the public transport  part  of  a model  can still  give an
indication for how other external sources of data can be used as input for travel demand models. With
the state-of-the-art technological advancements made in many fields of ITS (Intelligent Transport
Systems) involving concepts as Big Data, IoT and AI is the role of the out-dated travel surveys as input
to travel demand models likely one of diminishing proportion.

Trip assignment

Tap-in data

Logit estimation using tap-in data and travel surveys Mode choice

Trip distribution

Trip generation
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